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Open Letter To
Mr. Gordon Gibson, M.L.A,
Dear Mr. Gibson:
Your wit and dexterity with 
the Legislature are matters of 
pride to British Columbians. 
This being a province where 
brain historically has shared 
eq u al s t atus w it h brawn, we 
are pleased that in physical 
prowess you are not found 
wanting.
We recall with admiration 
your 1972 bicycle ride from the 
Okanagan to Vancouver.
Having heard that you are 
also a most energetic and 
devoted jogger, we therefore 
feel it our duty to invite you to 
compete in the Central Saanich 
lOth Annual Nip Parker 
International Cross Country 
Run, to be held on Saturday, 
March 5th at 1 p.m.
This run is conducted in an 
atmosphere of gentlemanly 
competition and courteous 
rivalry, One recalls the jousts 
of Camelot, the plaviim fields 
... etc. “The gruelling, assault- 
type course”, to quote Joshua 
Perlmuttcr, renouned outdoor 
editor of the Sidney Review, 
“would make even the 
toughest of commandos 
blanche. It is a five and a half 
mile run throtigh bog, hull- 
infested fields, aitd crosses the
boiling waters of a creek in two 
places. There are fences to be 
scaled and lung crushing hills 
to be surmounted: all at a dead 
run”.
In the spirit of ‘‘par- 
ticipaction” we dare to be so 
bold as to suggest that you 
might find among your peers a 
group of six stalwarts to enter 
as a team: say, the ‘‘Legislative 
Lcapers”, or the ‘‘Hansard 
Hounds”, the ‘‘Maurading 
Maces” - the possibilities are 
infinite and delightful!
In anticipation of such a 
team might we offer sotnc 
teammates for consideration? 
Of course, our very own and 
energetic M.L.A. Hugh Curtis, 
Oak Bay’s Doctor in the House 
Scott Wallace, Recreation 
Minister Sam Bawlf, the Over 
4()’s Rugby 1’eam member 
Dave Barrett, The Olympic 
Torch Bearer Bill Bennett, and 
as substitutes. Bob 
McClelland, Health Minister, 
and Stephen Rogers, Van­
couver South M.L.A. No 
doubt you will be fiimiliar with 
other I,egislalive Athletes.
We are expecting equally 
keen teams from the Peninsula 
Councils, The Sidney Review, 
and an ‘‘out of t<nvn” paper.
And of course the competition 
will be fierce from the many 
track teams, schools and in­
dividuals - 380 in all last year!
After- the race., tea, orange 
juice and biscuits 'Aviii be 
served, and ribbons will be 
given out by Mayor Butler of 
Central Saanich. Worthy of 
note: all participants 35 years 
and over who finish the course 
will receive a Masters Ribbon 







A Sidney RCMP car driven 
by Constable Ron Pryor was 
involved in an accident with a 
car driven by Harvey Dionne, 
of 7142 Mabcr Road, 
Saanichton, Thursday evening.
The police car, responding to 
an emergency call with its 
entergency eqtiipment on, was 
making a left turn off 
McTavish Road onto Highway 
17 when it struck the 1973 
souihluniiid 1 oyota.
The J'oyota was hit on the 
right side and received $1,5(X) 
damage.
Council Censures Mayor
North Saanich council 
voted to cen.sure Mayor 
Paul Grieve for his 
action in abruptly 
dissolving Committee A 
aG last Monday’s 
meeting.
Alderman George 
Westwood proposed the 
motion after .explaining- 
his opinion of last week’s 
decisions by the mayor.
He said, Mayor Grieve was 
ab.sent for four weeks during 
the time period and ‘‘sub­
stantive changes to By-Law 
194 with regard to his views 
and pride of authorship would 
have been futile.”
Westwood said he was 
willing to diseuss by-law 194 
last Monday when the com- 
rnitlce was struck by Mayor 
Grieve. He added, ‘‘The 
administrative ommi,ssion of 
By-law 194 on the agenda was 
unfortunate but it could have 
been added later."
l ie said, ‘‘As a trained staff 
planner, it was my intention to 
iiscertain where we in North 
Saanich wished to go in the 
next twenty yettrs with respect 
to water, sewage disposal, 
works costs rural densities then 
hopefully establish a realistic 
growth rate which would not 
upset otir tax structuie.
He drew to a close saying, 
‘‘The recent suspension of a 
committee without warning is 
a typical example of 
management by knee-jerk 
reaction and political con­
siderations which have plagued 
North Saanich for at least four
years.
"I can understand ,Md. 
Wesiwood’s frustration.” said 
pMd. Robert Thompson, ‘‘It’s 
time we started acting like 
mature adults in running the 
business of the munieipality 
and stop some of the pettiness 
on council.”
Aid. VVilf Price said, ‘‘To 
my way of thinking there was 
fault on both sides. Both 
parties are at fault but 
Westwood doesn’t have the 
power to rearrange committees 
as the mayor docs.”
‘‘On one hand I hear about 
requests for cohesion on 
council and on the other we 
have motions of cen.sure,” .said 
Aid. John Lapharn. Speaking 
to the mayor, he said, ‘‘The 
fact you weren’t prc,sent is 
being tised as an excuse. There 
was nothing to stop those 
opiiosed lo 194 from meeting 
and being ready to present an 
agreed-upon package lo you.”
Aid. Hric Sherwood said, ‘‘I 
iim concerned and I think the 
aciion lakcn was a little heavy 
but it doesn’t warrant cen­
sure,”
Driving home ai .5:10 
a.m. la.st Saturday froni 
her job as ’ B.C.
Telephone Operaior, 
26-year-old Sidney 
resident, Linda Anti 
Peake saw a yoiitli, at Ihc 
Island View Road in­
tersection with the 
Patricia Bay Miuhway. 
waying his arms and 
anotlicr per.son lying on
the shoulder of the road,
She stopped. The 
youth told her that his 
friend had been hit and 
needed help.
'fhe lady aliglued from 
Iter auio and walked 
towards the prostrate 
body, As she ap­
proached, tlie “victim” 
got up.
She then noticed the first 
youth Wits holdin,g it knife in 
his right hitnd.
At this point, two other 
vouths sci'iimbled up from the 
tlilch beside the higliwity.
Mrs. r‘ciike wns forced back 
into her ctir with her assailants. 
One of them drove it along 
Island View and turned into a 
segment of Lochside lirive, a 
short distance from ilie high­
way. A 1957 Chevrolet four 
door sedan, dark in color, with
primer paint on the driver’s 
sitle, was parkecl there, They 
all got out of the womfin's car.
She iiskeiJ Ihc youths wluit 
Iheywimied.
They leplled, “Money”,
Mrs. Pciike prtUcsied that 
she ilitliiT have much money 
sviih Iter; and, if they didn’t 
believe it, they could look in 
her purse, which was on the 
front sealOI'hercar.
(Tne of the youtig thugs got 
the woman's puise ttnd 
dumped its contents oiij, I liev 
found nothing, ol value.
At this, they liceame very 
angry and abusive,
Actually. Mrs. Peake had 
bought some gits on her wtiy 
home ttnd had mu teplaccd Iter
wallet in her purse. Ii.too, w-as 
on the (Yoni .setit, but not 
evident.
At this juncture, a fifth 
yomh, who had been in the 
parked car, joined the group, 
He lokl his cohorts lo leave the 
woman alone and they they all 
had better get awaiy from the 
idace. : ;
I He was immediately iiiniped 
on by the others.
In the rnelce, lie was thrown 
iigtiinst the woman’s car. His 
head struck a prolruding 
niirrot and was sevetiy gashed. 
Stunned, he fell bttckward.y 
'ITie woman steadied jiiin, 
keeping him from falling 
conipleiely io the ground.
By this times ilie thugs were
tinncrvetl, They dragged the 
injured one, who was bleeding 
profusely, into their car and 
look off,
The wonmn thereupon drove 
home lo Sidney, There, she 
phoned the police, A good half 
hour had elapsed, though, and 
police by then had no chance 
to intercept the get-away car.
This attempted robbery 
coniimas to be under intense 
invesiigalion, but police will 
not disdo.sc what leads, such us 
fingerprints, they may have 
lest it prejudice their hunt. 
They wotild appreciate, 
however, any inforpiaiion 
about young males nursing 
recent iTicial injuries and on 
the 1957 Chevrolet sedan.
PROPOSED PHEASANT SHOOT 
TRIGGERS FLIGHTY ISSUE 
NORTH SAANICH COUNCIL
’! Consider This To Be Sadistic!’ 
Says Ratepayer President Bud Mesher
'COULD BE A ROARING SUCCESS’ - MAYOR PAUL GRIEVE
By CRANIA LITWIN 
“Not only do 1 
consider this to be 
sadistic but 1 wonder at 
the mentality of people 
who vote for such a 
project as this!”
Bud Mesher, president 
of the Dean Park rate 
payers association was 
speaking out Tuesday 
against the possibility of 
a North Saanich by-law 
to allow pheasant 
shooting in that 
municipality.
“I think there is going 
to be a tremendous 
outcry on this and 1 am 
going to call a public 
meeting as soon as 
possible and try and 
bring a sense of order 
into this sort of thing and 
stop it.”
By a vote of four to two 
Monday night, North Saanich 
council approved the ap­
plication of former alderman 
George Aylard to allow the 
shooting of pheasants, from 
August to March, within the 
limits of his : 300-acrc 
Brackenhurst Farm.
While declining to vote on 
the matter and expressing 
concern that such activities 
could spread to other farms in 
the area, Mayor Paul Grieve 
admitted stich an endeavor 
would probably be a ‘‘loaiYng 
s u cces s i n i t s fi rs I yca r. ”
Aylard explained in his letter 
to council that “the operation 
of such a shoot would be under
the auspices of the Fish and 
Wildlife Branch of the 
Departinenl of Recreation and 
Conservation'.”
■‘Repre.senlatives of the 
branch have inspected our 
property and find it very 
suitable for such a shoot,” he 
wrote in his letter.
Aylard also explained that a 
spokesman for the branch 
originally suggested the idea 
when inspector Chris Dodd, 
visited his farm to discuss 
stocking a stream with trout 
last fall.
The application also argued 
that such a turkey shooting 
facility would be a ‘‘good 
recreational outlet,” and that a 
number of people interested in 
hunting have already discussed 
the proposal with him.
In bis comments lo council 
,Aylard , .said the endeavor 
would broaden the economic 
base of his farm and not in- 
terlerc with bis dairy 
operation.
Of his 300-acre property, 
surrounded by bush to a depth 
of 50 yards at least on all sides, 
about 120 acres would be 
devoted lo the shoot, he said.
According to Aid. Eric 
Sherwood,“The cold blooded 
killing” of animals is hardly 
recreational.”
But Aylard argued that “1 
understand there is a ncedT'or 
this type of operation on the 
peninsula.” ,,
Aid. John Lapharn also 
lashed out against the proposal 
saying he is against hunting, 
period.
“The noise could cli.sturb 
other wildlife in the area — 
there is little enough of it out 
here as it is.”
‘‘And the argument that it is 
a recreational activity leaves 
me pretty cold.”
‘‘ This farm is probably the 
largest area left on the 
per.insula that is undeveloped 
and is the quietest spot around. 
There are damn few areas 
which remain a real w'ildlifc 
refuge.”
Laphani also pointed out 
that council will have to 
change the fircanns byhaw to 
allow the shoot.
“We just changed it lo ban 
shooting a year ago,” he said, 
adding, that a further amen­
dment will now have to be 
made to allow it again.
But according to Aylard, the 
shooting facility wilt be an 
addition lo the community.
The farm, located on Wains 
Road, is at least a quarter of a 
mile from the nearest house 
and shooting Will cause no 
noise disturbance, he ex­
plained.
The pheasants can be 
purcha,scd from a Nanaimo 
firm which supplies birds to 
two other shoots on the Island.
The birds cost about $6 
apiece and at other clubs such 
as one on the Lower Mainland 
members arc charged a yearly 
lee of $300. t
Aylard said the birds would 
probably be released aboutfan 
hour before hunters arrive' at, 
the farm with their dogs.; He 
said the area is large and there 
is a certain amount of natural 
feed in case birds escape.
Council gave approval in 
principal to the propo.sal 
Monday night and a by-law 
will be prepared and presented 
for fir.st reading in the next few 
weeks.
TEN YEARS AGO lotlay Tom Slock- 
tlill (IcTj iiiul I’aiil .Slemicr flew llieir 
Harvard TTaiiicf clown lo r’onland 
Oregon and back, Unroniinmely, ihe 
iiiicralj’s Brail and Whiincy engine 
developed a magneto problem over 
Sidney Ghannel and (lie two made a 
forced landing in the .sea.
The riicrs were rescued by a pa.s.sing 
Ting boat which deposited the 
young gcnilernen on Sidney’s 
governnieni wharf.
Today, both men are pilots for Air 
Canada. Sicnner, who happens lo live
in Ardmore, told The Review this 
week that he will donate a case of‘the 
best rumV jo anyone who can 
positfvdely pih-poinf the exact localion 
of tile siibmergctrHarvard.
‘•T lost my best ballpoint pen In that 
crash,” said Stunner. “There Is al,so a
tin box of Peak Frean bi,scuit.s on 
board, all scaled ... they might still be 
good. In any event, I’d like to raise 
the machine. Several historical 
associations have expressed an Interest 
in it.”
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Sauniehton Harriers Win First Pktee
Training since Christmas 
Saanichton Elementary School
runners have made it big in 
Vancouver Island Cross 
Country. Last week the Tyke 
girls took first place in the 
team awards at the Canadian 
Legion Cross-Country Meet in 
Victoria. This past weekend
they took the second place 
team award, just thirteen 
points short of Colwood, at 
the Flying Y Cross Country 
Meet held at Royal Roads. 
Other individual ribbon 
winners for Saanichton were 
Sarah Patterson in the Bantam 
Girls and Scott Abott in the
BOAT DEATHS 
INQUEST HELD
SAANICHTON ELEMENTARY Left to right: Laura Walker, Jennifer 
Tyke Girls display some of the sixteen Staubs, Rhonda Underwood, Debbie 
ribbons they have won in the last two Cambell, Donna McLeod, Merris 
weekends on their way to winning Williams, and Lisa Underwood. 
First and Second place team awards in (Coulson Photography)
Vancouver Island Cross Country.
BRETHOUR
Mrs. Mary Winnifred Helen 
Brethour at Rest Haven 
Hospital, Sidney, B.C. on 
February 16th, 1977, in her 
80th year. Born in Medicine 
Hat, Alberta and dearly 
respected resident of Sidney 
for the past 54 years, late 
residence, 9595 Canora Rd. 
Predeceased by her husband, 
Philip E. Brethour in 1968. She 
is survived by daughters, Mrs. 
R.E. (Helen) Morris, Van­
couver, B.C. and Mrs. W.G. 
(Beatrice) Richmond, North 
Saanich; 3 grandchildren; 
sisters, Mrs. Sydney Leal and 
Mrs. Patricia Kitley, both of 
Victoria, B.C.; A brother 
Harry Fatt, Vancouver, B.C. 
Mrs. Brethor was educated at 
All Hallows School, Yale, 
B;C.; _ a charter
member anid life member of 
the Ladies Auxiliary of The 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Saanich Peninsula Branch No. 
37, life member of the 
Anglican Church, W.A. and 
M;S. GoldenKey. '■
^ Memorial service will be 
held in St. Andrews Anglican 
Church, 4th Ave. and Oak­
ville, Sidney, B.C. on 
Saturday, February 19th, 1977 
at 3 p.m. Rev. Robert Sansom 
officiating. Flowers gratefully 
declined, those so desiring may 
contribute to the charity of 
their choice.
CASE
Ernest E. Case, formerly of 
9625 Fifth St. Sidney, in 
Vancouver, B.C. on February 
14, 1977, at the age or85 years. 
Survived by his loving wife, 
Hilda, three sons; Arthur of 
Delta, B.C. Thomas of Ber­
wyn, Alberta; and Alan of 
Kelowna, B.C. two daughters: 
Mrs. R. Reid (Lilia) of Bur­
naby, and Mrs. Dorothy Beck 
of Langley; one brother, 
Robert; one sister, Francis, 
both of England; 16 grand­
children and three great­
grandchildren.
Mr. Case was rural mail 
Courier in Sidney for many
years.
Memorial service was held
on Thursday, February 17, 
1977 at 12:30 p. m. i n the Boal 
Chapel, 1505 Lillooet Road in 
North Vancouver. Cremation. 
Arrangements through the
mpomsiiD,
Sidney Freight is updating their fleet of trucks to serve their 
customers better. We now have available three of their 
older trucks that are well maintained and ideal for farm or 
eqmmereial use.
1967 Chov 1 Ton Van $2,495.00
1967 Inlornallonol Tractor (Idoalfor Dump) $2,895.00
1970 Foret Tilt with Plot Dock $3,695.00
9756 - 3rd St., Sidney 656-7241
MDLJ/01634A
iVe invite our friends and clients to call into onr 
Offices to arrange their Auto/Aan insurance.
DON’T DELAY
,1// vehicles must he covered under Autoplan by 
March ist; 1977,
ffV shall be pleased lo discuss your insurance 
itupilrenients, issue registration and Insurance 
certificates and vehicle license plates or decals.
SPARLING 
REAL ESTATE LTD.
2489 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 
Tel. 656-5511
SI UVING rilKHAANK H PENINSULA HINCIi 1925
OPEN SATURDAY 10 - 4:30
Memorial Society of B.C. and 
the First .Memorial Services 
Ltd.
CRACK
Thomas Crack, passed away 
suddenly in ‘ Saanich on 
February 18, 1977, aged 63. 
Survived by his wife, Mabel, 
one daughter, Mrs. William 
(Ardell) Ramage, Lethbridge, 
Alberta, one son, Ray, 
Claresholm, Alberta, five 
grandchildren, five sisters and 
one brother all living in B.C. 
Mr. Crack was Building 
Inspector for the District of 
North Saanich. Funeral service 
was held in McCall Bros. 
Floral Chapel, Johnson and 
Vancouver Sts., Monday, 
February 21, at\3 p.m. Rev. 
R.A. McEwan officiated. 
Interrnent at Royal Oak Burial 
Park.
The man blamed for the 
deaths by carbon monoxide 
poisoning of two children and 
their mother, last month, was 
unable to appear at the inquest 
held in Sidney, February 15.
John Crossley, a 46-year-old 
Saanich man, was found 
negligent in the operation of 
his boat and the safety of its six' 
occupants by a coroner's mry.
The 20-foot boat belonging 
to Crossley had its exhaust 
pipe separated from the 
manifold for some time, ac­
cording to a marine mechanic 
testifying at the inquest.
Hubertina Crap, 43, also 
known as Hubertina Melis and 
her two children, Frank 
Arnold, 10, and Hazel Arnold, 
9, of 2635 Blan.$hard, died in 
the accident. Their blood 
contained more than 50 per­
cent carbon monoxide.
Jean Carter, 34, with her 
four-year-old daughter, 
Deanna, was also on board 
and testified the group was 
returning from a Cowichan 
Bay fishing trip when she 
heard a grinding noise from 
the engine.
Crossley refused to shut 
off the engine when she asked 
him to because he said he 
would never get it started again 
and he wanted to get home 
before nightfall.
The noise became worse, the 
temperature rose and the cabin 
was filled with fumes. Then 
Mrs. Carter said she passed out 
and the next thing she 
remembered was waking in 
darkness. She then signalled 
for help until a fish boat saw 
and came to the re.scue.
The jury recommended the 
federal transport ministry set 
up a program of safety in­
spection for boats similar to 
that for cars and urged RCMP 
increase their safety check of 
boats.
Sidney RCMP said the 
RCMP stationed with the boat 
in Canoe Cove were 
responsible for boat safety 
checks but they did not expect 
them to increase from vvhat 
they are at present.
PeeWee Boys.
Competitors included the 
Nanaimo Track Club, Cce 
Vacs Track Club from 
Duncan, Richmond Track 
Club from the Mainland, and 
the numerous local teams 
including the Flying Y and the 
Mercury Track Club. “This is 
the youngest age category in 
cross country,' 1 can see a 
bright future for this team.” 
said coach Wayne Coulson.
We Buy And Sell Eyerything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You 
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVL 656-3621
HUNT 
In Victoria, B.C., on February 
19, 1977, Mr. Albert John 
Hunt, age 91 years. Born in 
Truro, Cornwall, England and 
had been a resident of Sidney, 
B.C. for the past 21 years, late 
residence. Suite 3, 9813 Second 
Street. He leaves many friends 
in England and Sidney, B.C. 
The late Mr. Hunt was a 
rnember of the Army, Navy 
and Airforce Veterans, Sidney 
Branch No. 302, Service was 
held in the Sands Funeral 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, B.C. 
on Wednesday, February 23, 
1977 at 1 p.m. Rev. Robert A 
Sansom officiating.
SCARDIFIELD
Word has been received of the 
death of Mrs. Lillian Alice 
(Paddy) Scardi field, many 
years a resident of Sidney and 
had spent the past 10 years in 
England, She was an active 
member of the Ladies 
Auxiliary, Royal Canadian 
Legion, Save the Children, 
Women’s Auxiliary to Army, 
Navy and Airforce Veterans 
and St. Elizabeth’s Catholic 
Church. She was predeceased 
by her husband, Larry, several 
years ago. Memorial service 
will be held iti St. Elizabeth 
Church, Third St., Sidney, on 





On Feb. 3, 1977, Edgar E." 
Brethour of Vancouver, died 
after a short illness, at the age 
of 92.
Mr. Brethour was born in' 
North Saanich in 1884, the 
eldest son of Henry and Emma; 
Brethour. He will be 
remembered, as the contractor, 
builder in 1910, of St| 
Andrew’s Anglican Church;,
: Sidney,: ... .
in Vancouver, he and 
George Snider, formed a 
partnership in a contracting 
firm and erected many of the? 
downtown business and 
apartment blocks. Eventually 
“Ed” formed his own firm 
and, remained active until his 
retirement in the early 1960’s.
Pre-deceased by his wife, 
Effa, Mr. Brethour is survived' 
by his daughter, Alberta, at 
home; one brother, Ira H. of 
l.os Angeles and several nieces ^ 
and nephews.
A memorial Service was held 
on Feb. 7 in Vancouver.
Blue Mountain 
Pottery
(in green or harvest gold)
; Stop in and see our wide 
■selection of Blue Mountain 
.pottery featuring Lazy 
■; Susans and tea services, 
i Serving dishes, ashtrays, 
' vases, ornaments, tier 
dishes, table lighters and 




We factory-build the components from only 
the finest materials. You assemble them, 
or have them assembled, on site.
It’s a simple, fast, economical way to get 
exactly what you want in a home.
You also get the benefit of professional 
advice and support from our staff of 
skilled designers.
And a catalogue-full of stunning designs 
and floor plans to choose from.
Check out the Westwood System— 
complete the coupon and mail it to us. 
We’ll send you our portfolio of beautiful 
ideas by return.
□ 1 have a lot
I plan to build in 1977 
1 will need financing
K





2 EV/EN AVENUE. NEW WESIMINStER 
BRITISHC01.UMBIA.V3W5BI. lEt 52G 2677
WESTWOOD BUILDING SYSTEMS
7137 Wallace Drive, R.R. No. 1, Brentwood Bay, B.C. 
(Keith Vickers) 652-3011
Sidney's 1947 strcci cleaner, 
described by Alderman Ross 
Marlin as a “vintage” model 
will have lo be replaeed soon, 





The B.C. Ferries Cor­
poration proposed a solution 
to the summer ferry-parking 
problem, which Mayor Paul 
Grieve presented to council at 
their regular Monday meeting.
They propose lo lcu.se 
parking area on the Sanclown 
Race Ti'iick property and then 
run a bus service between there 
and the ferries. Grieve said, 
“They don’t expect people lo 
use it btil it allows them to tow 
people away with a clearer 
con.seience.”
Ik* said he ihouglii there was 
I no money in the I'eiry Inidgei 
for such needs and their 
lii'oposiilwas ilic only inex­





Windsor, Much More 
Than Just Plywood
CEDAR FENCING
NO. 1 - 4x4 Rgh.
5 ft. *2” ea.
6 ft. »3”ea.
7 ft. *4” ea.
8 ft. *4'’ea.
10 ft. '5” ea.
NO. 1 • 1x6 Rgh.
4 ft. 60* ea.
5 ft. 90* ea,
6 ft. ea.
8 ft. ea.







4 ft. 80*" ea.
5 ft. ^ ea.
6 ft. *l“ea.
8 ft. *2“ea.
Random 28* lin. ft.
"JUST ARRIVED"
NO. 2 - 1x8 Rgh.
4 ft. 64* ea.
5 ft. 80* ea.


































NO. 2 ■ 1x8 T&G
4 ft. 72* ea.
5 ft. 90* ea.
6 ft. ea.
miC!! Mi ffViKi 11
I irUPiiK
MARK I'ACIf lCPIlESr NTS
DEAN PARK ESTATES
Inaclassbyrtsdf
Vlclorlu’i Fiitml Nitw Aiwa
• udjolalng Juhn Dimn Park
* lliird «f uor« siltw from 32,MK)
• I'’)ill Hndi'rRTpund norvlon IncludiiiR 
snnitury sewers
* SiijHib view}, of GuU wulws
Office 0)Min Everyday H am • 6 pm 
Enter off E. Ifiannieh Bd. Iletwemi 
MuTavWi fi fail; Rd. ,
For Informalion calli
DEAN PARK ESI AI ICS SAI.LH 
PARK PACn lU INVE.S1MEN 1S





1x4 10* ft. 1x8 28*11.
2x4 22* ft. 1x10 36*ft.
1x6 20* ft. 1x12 59*11.
NO. 1 - 2x4 Rgh.











Red & White Special 






Solid Colours 13 Colors 
Re8- ‘8" „ , $095
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At the opening of the 
Central Saanich Council 
meeting, Monday, 
Mayor Jean Butler asked 
that all present stand in a 
minute of silence in 
memory of former 
Alderman Z.M. 
Hamilton who died 
Sunday morning.
“Zachary Hamilton — 
affectionately called 
Zack”, Mayor Butler 
said, “served as 
alderman during 1973 
and 1974, at which time 
he was chairman of 
Sewer Committee and 
Library Committee. He 
also served for a time on 
the Central Saanich 
Advisory Planning 
Commission and for 
three years as a school 
trustee”.
Council business proceeded 
with only a bare quorum of its 
members present and eight 
interested citizens in at­
tendance; Alderman Hill being 
absent on duty, Waring on 
vacation, and MacFarlane in 
sick bay. An earlier public 
hearing on By-law 493 had 
been deljlyed until'Alderman 





One person asked for 
clarification of the by-law and 
was told it was to prohibit the 
moving of dwellings onto 
smaller residential lots, by 
limiting such operations to 10 
acre, 5 acre, or REl parcels. 
This would eliminate the 
possibility of a developer 
acquiring houses due to be 
demolished and moving them 
into a Central Saanich 
residential sub-division.
There being no further 
enquiries, the public hearing 
adjourned after four minutes. 
By-law 493 received final 
heading later that evening.
ZACK HAMILTON 
PASSES ON
In Victoria, B.C. on February 20, 1977, Zachary 
(Zack) Macaulay Hamilton, born in Lumsden, Sask., 
in 1904. He served in the Second World War for four 
years attaining the rank of lieutenant colonel.
He was a business administrator for Regina Public 
Schools. Ten years ago he moved to Central Saanich 
where he and his wife ran Joyland Kennels. He served 
one term as an alderman, three years as school trustee 
and was a 32nd degree mason.
Survived by his loving wife Ethel, his son Laurance 
and daughter-in-law Betty of Burnaby; his daughter 
Joy and son-in-law Jerry of Victoria; brother Alan B. 
Hamilton, residing in Ottawa; nephews, Alan 
Hamilton of Victoria, Zachary Macaulay; niece, 
Margaret Heather of Vancouver; two grandchildren, 
William and Victoria.
Services Wednesday, February 23, at 1 p.m. in the 
Chapel of First Memorial, 4725 Falaise Dr., Rev. I. 
Futter officiating. (Cremation.) (Flowers are declined 
with thanks; donations may be made to the B.C. 
Heart Fund. Family only attending funeral.)
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
downtown, spacious & modern 
rooms, cable color T.V., direct 
dial phones, all with view bal­
conies, free parking, compli­
mentary coffee 8t tea service, 
and best of all — mostly with 
fully equipped kitchens that 
allow you and your family to 
enjoy substantial ^vings on 
breakfasts, lunches, snacks, 
cold drinks, ice cubes & other 
related expenses. Starting at 
only $18.00 single & $4.00 
for each additional guest 12 
years of age and over.
For brochure and reservations write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1V1 or Phone area 604-687-6751
Rest Haven 
Auxiliary News
Mrs. L. Gray chaired the 
regular monthly and the 
fourteenth annual meeting of 
the Auxiliary to Rest Haven 
Hospital in the hospital lounge 
February 9 with thirty 
members and one visitor Mrs. 
D. Eburne present. Reports 
were read.
The sum of $1,689.50 was 
raised by the sewing group, 
while the small group of 
knitters raised $911.20.
The newly formed Hospital 
Assistance Group of six 
members reported on their 
daily activities al the hospital.
Mrs. .I.W. Richardson gave 
her report and showed favours 
she had made for the patients’ 
trays on special days,
The new slate of officers was 
announced by Mrs. H.R. 
Evans: Immediate past
President, Mrs. L. Woldnik; 
President, Mrs. L. Gray; 1st 
Vice President, Mrs. E. 
Godbehere; 2nd Vice 
President, Mrs. H.R, Evans; 
Secrciary, Mrs. E.N. Parker; 
Treasurer, Mrs. .l.L. Cunliffe; 
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. 
R.R, Siietirei.
After the meetittg the newly 
purchased heart monitor was 
demonstrated by Nurse Coral 
Man/on.
LOCAL BUTCHERS LTD.
GRADE ‘A’ 1 & 2 130-150 LBS. »
HIND QUARTERS of BEEF LB.I 19
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lime test ol soil 
I with $.5.01) or more 
purehitse.
Garden Lime Potting Soil
.5()lh. bag made up of sterilized soil, coarse peal moss,
, pet lile, lime and fertilizer,
’2“
...
51b, lOlb. jioo 2011). 85
bag DU bag A bag - 1
siunoihing new aiul foiiiid 
to be very good here. Sheet 
of 50 slyroloarn cubes 
which liiive sierili/ing, and 
ferilli/ingelcntenis 
mamd'aclured right into them.
'rriiy of .51) 195
Tropicals
.Several lliousiind 
tropicals in poi.s 
iTom4 inch to 10 
inch size.









lairge selection of eaclii 




- loaded with btids
75‘
Perlite
small bag large bag 5^75
. 5 oil. ft. bale
Indoor Hanging Baskets
Approximately HK) indoor hanging baskets 
of ferns, .sirawherry begonias, Inch plants, 
spider plants, etc., etc, in //I greenhouse lo 





Ibices of all plants postt.’d in sales area.
each.
Garden Seeds Fertilizer Evergreens Flowering Shrubs 
Beautiful Winter Heather in full bloom Nice Bushy Lantana Plants
If your nhilriren would like to soo o 9' Ftanaoa Tree, 
BRING THEM OUT.
John Helga Decker ,
DECKERS GREENHOUSES
2036 BAZAN BAY RD.
3 W" - 4” 
pots in bud. each’-
MAtNWAWNO
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MISS MEW 6 OZ.
4/«9‘
Apple Snyce
Orange Fin veer Beef Stenk
Crystals
brRISE & SHINE 4's
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A Question Of Finance
Whether the sale of alcoholic beverages at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre is to be permitted is a 
difficult question for the controlling authorities to 
decide. The problem is more than ordinarily per­
plexing because there can be no solution that will 
satisfy those who hold extreme points of view.
On the one hand are the total abstainers with 
convictions strong enough to oppose the granting of 
new liquor licences, espcially where the presence of 
many young people is certain. Although such 
beverages would be available only to those who are 
entitled to consume them, the objectors fear an evil 
inlluence, and maintain that the sate of alcoholic 
drinks in such circumstances constitutes a social and 
moral evil.
In the opposite camp are those who believe in 
liberty of choice, of course with acceptable 
precautions. They know that the Centre will attract 
many adults whose pleasure may be enhanced by the 
opportunity to enjoy a bottle of beer or cooling 
cocktail in pleasant surroundings: in fact to relax 
when the sun is over the yardarm. Such facilities in 
the open air are common enough abroad, without 
evidence that they are in any way abused. '
While strong opinions on the subject are held on 
either side, it is probable that the vast majority do not 
care very much one way or another. Their concern 
rather is for completion of the Centre so that they 
may make early use of the recreational facilities in the 
summer.
Division among the elected representatives on this 
question can be understood, for there is little op­
portunity for compromise.
It would seem that the wisest course is to 
abandon all thought of applying for a liquor licence 
at the Centre on the firm ground of financial in­
capability. Operation of a bar would involve con­
struction expenditure and purchase of expensive 
fittings and furniture, the engagement and payment 
pj necessary staff, and an obligation to provide 
watchful and constant supervision.
It is clearly a situation wherein potential difficulties 
should outweigh possible amenity considerations. 
For the time being it would be better to rely oil the 
; i-ecreational benefits and the beauty of the surrounds 
for physical and mental stimulation.
Basil Parker
On March 5, competitors in the annual Central 
Saanich Cross Country race will rally at Centennial 
Park for the tenth successive year. When the late 
Basil Parker inaugurated the event he hoped that it 
prove to be a permanent fixture in March, and so it 
has proved to be. There has never been a lack of 
organizers, supervisors and runners; each year they 
have been drawn from a very wide area.
iThcrc was a great depth of thought behind Basil’s 
purpose, for in the course of a long scholastic career 
he had noted that all manner of attention and en­
couragement is given lo scholars who excel on the 
sports field, while the vast majority merely stand on 
the sidelines and cheer. Not only that, but were 
content to do .so as their superiors battled for the 
hohour of the school.
His ainvin organizing the cross country race was to 
provide’ an event in which all could participate: a 
competition of sufficient difficulty to ofl'cr both a 
challenge, and a satisfaction in the ability lo conquer 
all obstacles and finish the course. He was physically 
handicapped himself, a circumstanceWhich served 
only to strengthen his endeavour.
Basil gathered about him aHumber of capable and 
willing helpers, and together they vvorketl to make the 
event an enormous success froiti the start. Mis words 
ol direction and advice to compeiiiors tu the starting 
point will be reineinbered with ittimiraiion by all who 
were present. There was an enihusiasin about his 
manner and control thatwtts infectious and ivispiring.
11 is rel re.sh ing t ha t t here si ilia re l hose wli o gladly 
carry lorvvard Ihe Basil Ihirker principles. He went 
to a great length to give pracltcid tiiiplication lo his 
principle.';, and lived to appreciate success of the 
(uViable eventlie Itad created.
The comnumily is richer because of his 
forethought and dedication, and it is lilting that the 
luune of Basil Parker .should be instilled in the minds 
ol a new generation as the founder of a contest in 
which endurtmee is Ihe quality of first importtmee.
Guest Editorml
Morale is said to be low in the federal bureaucracy. 
Pioiecimg the Inncaucracy, as the government seems 
to have tiied to do iit appointing a roval commission 
instead of actingImmediately on the auditor gencraPs 
recommendation of appointing a comptroller, is no 
wav to go about raisimi mor.-de
Ihe reason morale is low is surely not because of 
the criticism directed at the bureaucracy, but because 
the,critici.sm is recognized bv so mnnv rvithin the 
service to be justified. It has to be disillusioning to 
encounter rot in the sy.stem, and that saps 'the 
idealism necessary Cor an effective public service.
Noiliing would help restore morale faster than 
action to arrest tlic further spread of rot. A .sense of 
control being e.serciscd over big wastage would 
encourage rc.si.stance to slackness in lesser matters.
{from the Creston Review)
■ ■ ■ < « ■ //
Audience participation 
enlivened an otherwise 
routine Central Saanich 
Council meeting Monday 
evening.
It concerned this 
recommendation from 
the Public Works 
Committee: “That we 
enter into discussion with 
(the logging contractor) 
for a proper entrance and 
exit as proposed by Mr. 
Rogers (the Municipal 
Superintendent of 
Works) in his Report, 
with no allowance for the 
use of Mt. Newton Cross 
Road West, and that a 
bond be established 
equivalent to the cost of 
surfacing Ml. Newton 
Cross Road from the 
East Saanich Road to the 
site, the posting of 20 
m.p.h. speed limits on 
the same section of Mt. 
Newton Cross Road”. It 
also noted that logging 
truck traffic be 
prohibited between the 
hours of 8 a.ni. to 9 a.m. 
and 2:30 p.m. to 3:30 
p.m.
The problem of routing 
logging trucks had been 
discussed at the previous 
Monday’s committee meeting 
under the chairmanship of 
Alderman Percy Lazarz. Two 
feasible routes had been 
considered: either Haldon and 
East Saanich Roads, or else 
Mt. Newton X Road easterly 
direct to Patricia Bay High­
way.
The motion to adopt the 
Public Works Committee’s 
recommendation was due to be 
passed without further debate 
when Mr. W.E. Clayards of
1217 Mt. Newton X Road 
stood up to be recognized and 
enquired — “Will public 
discussion be allowed or is this 
a “Fait accompli’’?
Mayor Jean Butler granted 
Mr. Clayards permission to 
address Council, but com­
mented Council had not been 
given prior notice of his in­
tention to speak. She made a 
general request that all persons 
who may wish to address 
Council to “please give prior 
notice’’.
Clayards then stated there 
was a letter on the logging 
truck issue on the agenda 
under “Correspondence”. He 
suggested it would be ap­
propriate to read this letter 
now.
Council demurred, Clayards 
being informed that the letter 
would most probably be 
referred to Committee.
SPEAKER PERSISTENT
Clayards persisted He asked 
was Council not aware that 
Mt. Newton X Road was the 
last “country style” road 
acro,ss the peninsula; all the 
others had been widened and 
paved and were subject to 
heavy traffic. He conceded the 
elementary school had been 
given consideration, but said 
the rest home and school for 
the retarded had not. The 
Public Works Committee, 
Clayards charged, had only 
considered technicalities such 
as road width and strength. 
Residents, he claimed, had not 
been given full and proper 
consideration whereas an 
absentee landlord has.
Haldon Road, Clayards 
continued, does have a 66 foot 
right of way. Why not improve 
that, he enquired. It is an 
access that will be needed if the 
absentee landlord subdivides 
his property after the logging.
Clayards reprimanded 
Council that proper duty to 
citizens had not been given.
The bond, he said, was not 
adequate even for damage and 
“can a bond be posted for a 
life?” he asked.
He reminded Council that it 
was its policy not to allow 
heavy industry. Logging trucks 
are heavy industry and an 
encouragement to other heavy 
industry, he averred. He asked 
that future logging be con­
trolled so that citizens can 
enjoy a rural life.
Alderman Lazarz responded 
by saying the residents on the 
western portion of Mt. Newton 
X Road had been considered.
Haldon Road, he pointed 
out, is a narrow road that 
would require complete 
reconstruction. The residents 
have enjoyed a quiet road and 
do not want it widened, he 
said. He concluded that he felt 
the proposed 'oute is the most 
direct.
Clayards commented that if 
one portion of Mt. Newton X 
Road can be restricted, then 
the other portion can be also.
The motion to adopt the 
recommendation carried, but 
debate broke out again when 
the letter was read. It was from 
Mr. William A. Woods of 1413 
Mt. Newton X Road, a 
barrister and solicitor prac­
tising in Sidney.
“Whichever route the 
logging trucks take will affect 
the residents en route”, Woods 
wrote, “and so it is submitted 
that the least number of people 
that are affected the better.”
On this basis, he suggested a 
Haldon/Newman Road route 
direct to the Pat Bay Highway 
be designated and that “the 
onus is on the loggers to 
provide adequate and suitable 
roads trom their operations, 
through our Municipality, to 
;4he Provincial Highway.” 
DISRUPTION 
OF CLASSES
The letter concluded by 
saying the logging truck route
past Saanichton Elementary 
School “would be a disruption 
of the school classes and an 
ever present danger to these 
small children.”
Alderman Ray Lament 
regretted the letter had not 
been brought forward earlier.
Commenting on it, he said 
that Newman Road does not 
continue to the Pat Bay High­
way. Council, he recounted, 
had taken the whole issue into 
consideration and Mt. Newton 
X Road is the “best route and 
road use we can come up with” 
because the “people on 
Haldon Road will suffer by 
disruption” whereas “Mt. 
Newton is more developed.”
The only danger. Lament 
said, is within the local schoo' 
area. He considered the speec 
and time restrictions woulc 
counter this danger.
Council, Lament argued, 
had to b^ fair to both Mt. 
Newton ,X Road and Haldon 
Road residents and had taken 
the best action. The vehicles 
arc under license and their 
owners must have use of public 
roads, he added.
Alderman Lazarz in­
troduced some facts. There 
were 15 households on Mt. 
Newton X Road affected, he 
stated, and 12 on Haldon plus 
those in Saanichton on East 
Saanich Road. The restrictions 
past the public school had been 
agreed to by a school trustee he 
met with, and he said it was 
definite there would be only 12 
round trips a day.
Alderman Earl Tabor said 
there was no real alternative, 
council could not stop the 
loggers from hauling.
The next hurdle in this affair 
will be acceptance of Central 
Saanich Council’s conditions 
by the logging contractor. As 
the Mayor commented, 
somewhat obliquely, Council 
cannot compel, but can only 
persuade. .
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Now that the dust has settled 
with regard to my 40 day stint 
as chairman of Committee A 
in North Saanich, it is time to 
review the facts of the matter. 
A quorum could not be 
established for three \veeks 
after the inaugural, council 
meeting due to the absence of 
one member of the committee 
on vacation or business except 
on two occasions at which 
times a Committee “A” 
meeting with Bylaw 194 on the 
agenda was held as well as a 
Council meeting.
Additionally, Mayor Grieve 
was absent for four weeks 
during the time period thus 
substantive changes to Bylaw 
194 with regard to his views 
and pride of authorship would 
have been futile.
Nevertheless, since all 
members of Council agreed 
that planning assistance and 
citizen input was required, 
discti.ssions with ilie Regional 
District planning deparimenl 
were initiated. Subsequently 
two resolutions with regard to 
planning assistance were 
approveil by Council with the 
liiial resolution being opposed 
by Mayor Grieve. Aldermi'n 
Lapharn and Sherwood on 7 
I'ebruary,
Additionally for citizen 
input, the North .Saanicli 
Advisory plaiiniiig eommissioM 
bylaw was aineiuled and 
received .second and third 
readings by Coimcil.
I was fully prepared to 
di.scuss bylaw 194 ott 14 
Ixbniary and arrange incetings 
as ' necessary; the ad- 
tniitisiraiivc oinmission of 
Bylitw 194 on the agenda wits 
unfortnnatc, but could Itavc 
been rciidily aitded itt advance, 
In my view, satisfiiciory 
progress liad been made 
considering the circiiinsianccs 
and tlic inunicipal Inisincss at 
hand.
Asa trained staff pl.imuM, it 
was iny intention to asceitain 
wheic we in North Saanich 
wished to go in the nest 10-20 
yciirs wiili reg.'trd to water, 
sewage disposal, wanks costs 
rural densities then hopefnllv, 
t'vtablish a reulisiie growth rate 
vvhieli wonid not upset out tax 
siruenire; titese factorswould 
be lenecieti in ait agreed 
eomnniniiy plan.
It \vu.s also envisaged tlint 
bylaw 194 woiikl be reviewed 
concurrently not only by 
Coinmiiiee “A" but al.so by 
(be Ninth Siuutich Advisory 
planning contniission. I Inis 
itie instruniem (bylaw 194) 
would reflect llte thrust of ilie 
community plan, the Regional 
plan and ihe needs of the 
community. Any oilier ap- 
proaeli, in iny view, par­
ticularly the approval of bylaw 
194 in isolation for political 
purposes and adhering to an 
arbitrary and unrealistic time 
frame would be strictly 
“bandaid” and highly im­
proper. :
■ The ' North - Saanich 
perience to date is that we have 
.spent substantial sums of 
taxpayer’s money on legal? 
advice, myriads of paper, 
maps and charts, public:?: 
hearings and we are no closer 
to a satisfactory, well thought, 
out solution. 4
In sum, this rccents 
suspension of a committee “ 
without warning is a typical, 
example of management by i 
knee-jerk reaction and political 
considerations svhich has? 
plagued North Saanich for at 
least four years and has led to: !
(a) expenditures of ap­
proximately $380,000 for 
Macdonald Park road which is 
loss than a mile of pavement;
(b) the abrupt resignation of 
the immieipal engineer last ' 
May;
(e) iimiceessary legal ac­
tions, one of whieli will be 
before the Courts in April;
(d) administrative eaos,
Surely we can do belter with 
mat lire, experienced leadership 
lluil iieed.s not to refer to Ivan 
Peirovicli Pavlov in rclaiion to 
a eonservaiive electorate or 
any oilier Canadian elceionilc. 
Yours very sincerely, 
(Seorge Westwood 
Aldermun, North Snunlch.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
\Vc would like to bring to 
the iiilention of the people of 
North Saunielt ihiU Mayor 
Grieve appears deieiinincd to 
push llirotigh IJy-l.aw 194 
before a Coinmnniiy Plan can 
he drawn up. lie ,stated before 
the last election that the zoning 
elianges in By-I,,aw 194 would 
become ilie, lia.sis for a 
Comiminity Plan and it wa,s 
tills that brouglit the people 
out to elect three men to 
eouneil wlto could challenge 
the Mayor on this critical issue.
"By “sucking” Alderman 
Wesiwooii and liis 'Committee 
A’ lot failing to proceed with 
mtiKH rcsision.s to iltc By-Law 
while lie. ilu* Mayor, and 
anotlicr tnember of the 
eoinniiiiee. Aid, ^I'rice, were 
.vvi ay Oil aiiilel, vaealioiis, 
figaiin. displayed |a lack of 
sensiiiviiy to tlie whole i.ssiie of 
By-Law 194. We are relieved 
iliai tlie short-lived Committee 
A at kasi succeeded in having 
a motion passed to hire a 
professional planner before 
|heii sudden demise.
Tlie Mayor has stated that 
tlic zoning in By-Law 194 
would allow for some revisions 
in the future — if u land owner 
could prove financial hard­
ship. The tax increases to pay 
■for the services to the 
residential zones have already 
created financial hardship for 
many rural land owners. These 
land owners should know what; 
,, their future holds and not be 
^continually exploited at the 
whim of present and future 
councils.
North Saanich presents a 
.challenge to tlie skill of a good 
planner w'ho can make room 
for a variety of life-styles and 
income levels without 
destroying the “.sylvan” at- 
niospherc of our hills and 
•forests.
: - Pat Massey, a director of the 
Capital Region Board, stated 
recently “The community plan 
is the important thing. Once 
people have that they are only 
concerned with having a by^ 
law to back it up.” This is 
what many people in Nortli 
Saanich also believe.
Sincerely, 
Edith and,Iim Ciirdner 
11145 Heiilher Rond
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I take issue with a letter 
lioiii Paul Grieve in your last 
edition in wliicli lie accuses me 
of referring to liis incmbersliip 
ill a political party dining the 
past elect ions.
I tliU not 111 any time niiike 
publie referenee to liis or Erie 
Slierwood’.s meinbeisliip in the 
NDP party. I felt lliai there 
were suffieicni legitimate 
reasons for my panisensliip 
wiilioiii seareliing for 
irreleveiil issues in tlie Sidney 
by-eleeiion,
Mr. Grieve and, 1 luul a 
.spirited and eiijoyatile 
rclaiionsliip this past year, It 
■grieves’ nic Gliut lie jvad to 




Editor, Tlie Review, Sir;
As a resident of Ceiinal 
Saanicli Mayor Giievc’s 
political lieliefs ate no coneern 
of mine (Review, 16 I'eb,), lint 
as lie saw fit to tlejiosii two of
his subdivisions virtually on 
my doorstep, 1 view his heroic 
antics ori by-law 194 
(‘‘Committee Members 
Dismissed”) with a certain 
3'Tiouni of cynical arriusement.
One cannot help but marvel 
at the sly opportunism and 
hypocrisy of some self-styled 
idealistic politicians. 1 have the 
greatest respect for the truly 
honest and dedicated people of 
ALL political stripes who 
practice what they preach. 
However, in North 
Saanich Mayor Grieve dons 
the hat of the Great Con­
servationist. While elsewhere 
Big Developer Paul Grieve 
“packs them in’’. All legal and 
above board indeed. But from 
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11:15 a.m. Family Service
Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812




Knights of Pythias Hall, 
9760.Fourth Street,





9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Rev. John 
Burrage of Rhodesia.
7:00 p.m. “Who Then is 
Paul?”
A CORDIAL WELCOME 
TO ALL




10:(X)a.m. Family Service 
followed by refreshments 
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH 
3rd Street, Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
& Youth Breakfast 










Rev. Robert .Sansom • 
,656-5322 656-4870
9:45 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. “Jesus and 
Zacchaeus”
7:00 p.m. “God’s Wisdom: 
without Hypocrisy”.
TUESDAY
6:30 p.m. Pioneer Girls
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study




MEMORIAL CHAPEL , 
ANGLICAN 












Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m.






Moi ning Worship 11;(X)
l-voniiig Fellowship 7 p,m. 
I’raise mccling: Wed,
Pij>tor Ken Anderson 
Phone 652-2919 
Wni,COME
United Church of Canada
SIDNEY*
NORTH SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 




11:00 a.m. Service Worship 
11:00 a.m. Sunday School 
(Baby Fold Provided)
ST. JOHN’S 
DEEP CO VE 
9:30 a.m. Service Worship 
CENTRALSAANICH 
Rev. Melvin H. Adams





7180 East Saanich Rd.
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd.
11:15 a.m.





Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES




AI L, ARE WELCOME 




dur Lady Of The 
Assumption 
7‘726W. Saanich Road
Salurday M.iss 8 p.m.
Siniil.iy Mavs 9 a,111.
SI. i;i,l/,AHEI H'S 
ciiuRtn
iiiojo rbir 11'. I■ ‘ ' »i., . Mum.J




9830- ,5lh Street 
SUNDAY
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
11 :(K) a.m. l-'amily Bible
Hour and 
Sunday School 
7:(X)p,m. Evening Service 
WEDNESDAY 
7:30 p.m. Prayer*
Bible Si iidy 
.Icsus said “I am tlie Light 
of the World”
Sands Funeral Chapels 
Sen/ing
Vancouver Island
Your iIk tommunlly Chap»li. 
Indopondonl Family Owi,»d ond 




Sands Chape! of Hose.
Fourth Street 
money- 656-293,





Snrvinq Vtmrouvor hlond 
Cull Collotl
A DIVISION Ol ,SAND!, 
VICIORIA
wwa Y; , ,, . , , ; , 666 3933
COlWOOD 4?fl,•1(131
;^';9CAN , .................... M6 5313
tADYSMIIH, . 34&3.131
NANAIMO ''O’T?
Mfhfe,y Fomsipwre Gospel Church
, 992.5 Firm SrUEEl, SIdmp . B.C'.
) P,'isinr Monty !•' VtoiMt-
Assis’t l.es Warrinei
iiy School 9:45 a.m. I’hune656 3544
Morning Worship 11 ;()0 n.in, (N'iixery care provklal) 
Bvcninglhai.se 7:00 p.m,
Bible Study & Prayer 7:30 p.rn. Tnesdiiv
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Editor’s Note: Last week 
The Review commenced the 
first installment of the late 
Mrs. Mary Parsell’s historical 
writings on Tod Inlet. 
Unfortunately the paper erred 
when it said that Mrs. Parsell 
passed away in 1974, when, in 
effect, she died in 1964. Also, 
there is a third surviving 
member of her family.L: Mrs. 
G.A. Turner of Victoria.
■1
1 was
happy when they assured me 
all was well. Babies were not 
my only concern, ^however, for 
on seeing me going to various 
homes when babies arrived the 
folk began to look upon me as 
a sort of nurse and 1 was called 
out on many other occasions.
One morning 1 was sum­
moned to the home of a very 
nice woman who had flu. She 
was alone in the house and 
unable to do anything. 1 was 
able to make her a cup of tea, 
to wash a sink full of dishes, 
and to make things a bit easier 
for her. She was a newcomer to 
the Inlet whom 1 had not met 
before. Once 1 w-as summoned 
10 the Talbot home and found 
the baby in convulsions.
1 had had experience in this 
sort of illness so I took charge. 
It was not long before the baby 
was resting comfortably. In the 
meantime, Mr. Talbot had 
called a Doctor and when a 
reasonable time had elapsed, 
the father got panicky because 
the Doctor had not appeared. 
He therefore phoned another 
Doctor. In time the second 
Doctor arrived. He had just 
left when number one came. 
Both arrived long after all 
danger was over.
We had nice neighbours in 
the Inlet and after we had 
become settled we began lo 
think in terms of recreation. 
We obtained consent from 
Mr. Losee to use the 
cookhouse dining room for 
dances and card parties.
One time we held a card 
tournament and played whist, 
pedro and cribbage. Friends 
came from Saanichton to 
attend. The Chinese cook used 
to help otit with the refresh­
ments and the ladies were very 
grateful for this. Some men 
might have resented our parties 
being held there as it made 
more work for them. When a 
dance was being held, in 
Saanichton Agricultural Hall, 
Billy Greig would take a dozen 
or so folk out there in the 
hayrack and we all enjoyed 
these outings.
In 1905 there were only four 
buildings between Keating 
Cross Road and Slelly’s Cross 
Road. Thirty have been added 
since then including tv.'o 
churches and the Women’s 
Institute Hall. More arc being 
built all the time.
FIRST
TELEPHONE
In 1910 the Manager of the 
B.C. Telephone Company 
came out from Victoria 
looking for a suitable place for 
a telephone to be installed. It 
was to serve the people of 
Bamberton while the plant 
there was under construction. 
We finally agreed to have Ihe 
phone pul in our house. Cach 
tliiy a man from Bamberton 
V,oiiUt come with a list of 
orders for men and materials 
for the new plant,
When we were finally forced 
to vaciite that house due to 
falling rocks from the 
overhead buckets ctirrying 
rock from the (jiiarry, we had 
the ivhone moved up the hill lo 
our ovii house. My husband 
bought six acies from Mr.
History Of Tod Inlet Continued
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Pitzer and we had a home built 
on it. In a few weeks the phone 
wires were put through to 
Bamberton and ours was a 
private phone.
1 can recall an incident 
which occurred shortly after 
the mill began to run. Large 
quantities of coal were burned 
in the boiler room and this 
created a large quantity of ash 
and cinders. Before the 
company formulated a plan to 
use this residue, they employed 
a man with a horse and dump 
cart to haul it lo the edge of the 
bank of the Inlet for 
dumping. One day, in some 
w'ay, the driver in backing up 
got too close to the bank and it 
gave way carrying horse and 
cart into the deep water. The 
driver jumped to safety.
A couple of years after we 
settled in Tod Inlet, my 
husband and Richard Cain 
bought a large row boat and 
many happy and pleasant 
hours were enjoyed as we 
fished and picnicked around 
the Saanich Arm. At that time 
a solid fringe of bush extended 
from the Indian reserve to 
Butchart Bay. S.P. Moody of 
Victoria built the first house 
along the shore.
It was a log house and he 
used it as a base for his hunting 
and fishing activities. Later 
Mr. Moody built the nice 
house which he and his wife 
and family occupied for some 
time. The place was later sold 
and many changes were made. 
At present it is known as 
Brenta Lodge.
There was only one road to 
the beach from the West 
Road and was not a very 
good one. The pioneer Butler 
family used to camp on the 
point on Tod Inlet close to 
Skull Island. Skull Island was 
later bought by Mr. Denny of 
Victoria and a nice home was 
built there, this Island is now 
called Daphne Island.
Mr. W.S. Butler had the 
first row boat on Saanich Inlet 
and 1 think ours was the 
second. Of course there were 
plenty of Indian canoes. One 
Indian started building row 
boats and made a fine job of 
them. He sold them for thirty 
five dollars apiece and had a 
ready sale for all he produced.
Sometimes we had a 
thrilling experience while on a 
fishing trip. On one occasion 
we suddenly heard a big splash 
and looked behind to see a 
couple of whales coming 
straight up the Inlet. Needle.ss 
to say we headed for shore at 
once. Another time, long 
before Bamberton was built, 
when we were out there with 
five women in the boat with 
two of them at the oars. The 
boat was eighteen feet long so 
it wasn’t easy for one person to 
row. We had heard occasional 
splashes over by the Malahai 
side but had these to wood 
being sent down a wood chute 
lo a scow in that vicinity. We 
were unable to see clearly as 
there was thick fog blanketing 
the shore so we were 
following the shoreline.
Imagine our horror when we 
saw two whales emerging form 
the fog. We were all .so 
frightened that for a moment 
we remained motionless. 
However, that did not last 
long, Soon we were pulling 
away for dear life,
ACCIDENT
One night vvhen my husband 
was on duty in Ihc 
engineroom, he was w-alking 
around to the various 
mtichines to see that each one 
was functioning properly. 
When the plant was operating 
at full capacity tltere were
PIUUIvS EIT'KCTIVF.THURS., FRL, SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
eleven engines to keep in 
running order. As he walked 
past the door opening into the 
mill he saw Fred Chubb 
standing pale and dazed 
looking clad only in a suit of 
underwear.
Upon enquiry, as to what 
was the matter, Fred pointed 
to the huge flywheel spinning 
around and around and said “1 
have just been around on 
that”. He had caught his 
sweater sleeve on a set screw 
and in a second he was caught 
up and whirled around. 1 do 
not know how many times he 
was carried about on that 
wheel but I know that his 
sweater was almost reduced to 
its original yarn and his new 
overalls were in ribbons. It 
was a miracle that he survived, 
yet, with the exception of a few 
bruises and scratches, he was 
unhurt. (Recently he was 
telling my son about this in­
cident and he said that my 
husband took off his coveralls 
and gave them to him to vvear.)
There are another series of 
events that 1 must mention; 
these were the delightful 
picnics which the British 
Columbia Cement Co. gave its 
employees and their families 
each year.
Once they took us up to 
Maple Bay on the big Com­
pany boat. Oh! What an 
enjoyable time we had. The 
Company provided all the 
food and gave tickets to all the 
children for icecream and pop.
Another time we were taken 
aboard the Island King and 
landed at Deep Cove. After the 
B.C. Electric Interurban trams 
were in operation we had our 
picnics at the Experimental 
Farm at Saanichton. Each of 
these sites had ample space for 
all sorts of sports to be carried 
on and the Company provided 
good prizes for each event. Mr. 
Edwin Tomlin was General 
Manager for the Company and 
Mr. Andersonvwas Manager at 
the Bambertofi Plant. These 
two were a pair of genial hosts 
for any of the events sponsored 
by the Company.
For about four years we had 
no religious \ service near 
enough to attend.
The nearest church was the 
Roman Catholic church at 
Mount Newton. There was 
also the Anglican Church on 
Mount Newton Cross Road 
and the Methodist or 
Presbyterian Church at Shady 
Creek. On Sundays when my 
husband was not working, we 
would take some friends and 
carrying our lunches would 
row around to Smoke House 
Bay (this area is now called 
Ricky’s Roost), for a picnic. 
This Was a pleasant spot with a 
nice beach and a good spring 
of fresh water.
About 1909 Rev. Frederick 
Letts came to our house and 
said “Wc have been all around 
Tod Inlet looking for a place lo 
hold church and Sunday 
School and so far we have had 
no success”. ‘‘Well, I replied; 
if you think our kitchen would 
be suitable, you are very 
welcome to Come here.” 
Services were held in our house 
for one * and one-half years;
until the West Saanich Hall 
was built and then we had 
them there.
Next year the Sluggett 
Memorial Church was built 
with Rev. F.T. Tapscott as 
Minister and Mr. Fetch Sr. as 
choir master. We had grand 
services.
The B.C. Cement Co. 
treated its employees very well. 
Mrs. Butchart personally 
shopped for days before 
Christmas to buy gifts for the 
many children. She got a list of 
names and ages from the 
Superintendent and then 
selected suitable presents.
Mr. H.A. Ross Secretary- 
Treasurer, gave each child an 
envelope containing twenty 
five cents. Each employee 
received a cheque and each 
wife a turkey. Sometimes Mr. 
Butchart would take a crowd 
of the employees, their wives 
and children, for a short trip in 
their launch. Once we were 
invited to the house to hear the 
new pipe organ which had just 
been installed.
After the mill had been 
running for some time orders 
were coming in so fast that the 
Company decided to put in 
anotcr kiln. A tall stack had to 
be built and a man from 
U.S.A. was hired to do the 
job. He brought his own gang 
of men experienced in this 
work. The stack was going up 
very speedily when one of the 
men working inside of it 
somehow slipped and fell.
He struck a piece of timber 
which broke and he fell to his 
death. The boss of the stack 
crew was so upset by this 
accident that he said he would 
never build another stack, even 
though he had been in that 
business for eighteen years.
In 1912, the B.C. Electric 
Interurban trains began ser­
vice. The line ran out to Deep 
Cove from Victoria. It was a 
great blessing for all the folk of 
Saanich District as we could 
get to the city so quickly and 
return early or late. For 
children attending High School 
or Normal School it was a 
great convenience.
It was a great pity when the 
B.C. Electric Co. discontinued 
this service after operating it 
for a few years. Imagine what 
a boon it would have been in to 
tlie Air Force if it had been in 
operation during World War 
11. Shortly after the line began 
lo operate, Mr. W.O. Wallace 
built a store at Sluggett 
Station. This was one benefit 
we received from the 
Interurban Railway.
In October 1912 we moved 
up to our own house at the top 
of the hill on Benvenuto 
Avenue. We saw less of the 
Tod Inlet folk. Families came 
and went as time passed. 
Eventually Mr. L.C. New-
lands, the Superintendent was 
transferred to Portland, 
Oregon. Mr. H.L. Knap- 
penberger took over in his 
stead, but early in 1923, he 
too, was sent to the same city.
After that the Tod Inlet Mill 
ceased to operate, and 
Bamberton took over all 
production. The only thing 
carried on there for a number 
of years was a tile 
manufacturing plant. It must 
have been a great satisfaction 
to Mrs. Butchart when no 
more dust floated over her 
wonderful garden.
Many changes have taken 
place since those early days 
around Tod Inlet and many of 
the old friends have answered 
the last call.
Mr. R..1. Carrier took 
charge after Mr. Knap- 
penberger left and lastly when 
Mr. Carrier’s health failed, 
Mr. Claude Sluggett was in 
charge. Folks living at the Inlet 
now are mostly employed at 
Bamberton making the trip 
daily back and forth by boal.
For Yow 1977





opposite Safewoy porklng lot
OPEN 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Weekdays 
9:15 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Saturdays
656-3928
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Butter
Charge It at Butler Brothers






Wed. to Sat. 
Feb. 23rd to 26th
BBmHrotSiii
In Yoiii'Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
Turbot Fillets

















28 f!. oz. tin
Lucerne. Large Curd, 




















2.49*Oregon Grown No. 1 Grade. Size 135's
Jumbo Onions ^A.
Washington or Idaho. B
Canada No. 1 Grade lb
HhUin In Ktilnil Oiiunliiict* Only.
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Mr. and Mrs. Cordon Holder
'X.
MINOR HOCKEY ASSOCIA TION 
HOLDS MEETING
The Saanich Peninsula 
Minor Hockey Assoc, held its 
2nd annual meeting since being 
formed in 1973 for the Election 
of officers.
The association was formed 
when a group of business men 
were planning to build a 
recreation complex on Central 
Saanich road and Mt. Newton 
X roads.
With construction nearing
completion of North Saanich 
and Sidney recreation Center. 
The Association has been 
reactivated with the aim of 
promoting and encouraging 
amateur hockey and to 
develop the highest possible 
standard of sportsmanship and 
citizenship for the youth of this 
community. There is a planned 






.Sotueihiiig tor everyone! Activities os advcriiseil — any
(,'lionges will be shown in ihis column eiichweek:-
Tlu- ri'creiillon cnlendur is u joint effort helween 
The Sidney Review jind the lU-Municipnl 
Reereation Commission to provide comiminity 
orpaiiiziitions with the opportunity to malie 
known their projects, events, nieetinus, etc, Any 
orKaniziition wisliiiig to pulilici/e its activities 
should contact the conimissioii office at 
prioc to 12:00 noon Monday for inclusion in Ilie 
follpwiiiu issue of Ihe Review. .
2lsl l•ebruilry 
of the Roytil
' SIM',('lAI. EVENTS, NKWS AND CHANCJKS 
All we eon mention for Siieciol livenis are lite three 
iu'vv progiains we ore sioriing np •— I tidies come lUii tnul 
see whtil Y,(1U vvonid like to do •— Sonsehti Club I louse,
Arts ond Crofts for Kids —- S to 11 yetirs • I'uesdoys tit } 
p,m. ,
Scottish C’oimtry Doneing, eomnietieing 
”• McTavish School. T'ronces Clermont 
Scottish Society will instinct,
School Ilreoiv Progrom will be tidvertised ;ii ti later dtiie 
watch for it,
No chiiiiiH'in iictiviiies,
Siiturday. 2fiih 1 ebi miry; Roller Skating in S.uiscli.j .it 11 
II.m. Another gotul niovici this time "The Million Dolltir 
Duck” sotne title???? Wonder why he is worth so much??
I le iicluoll.v loy.s golden eggs, conic ond see \VH\'!I!
Tebnioty 22nd at 1 p,iu. SPECIAT, MOVIE "The Hoy 
Wh<» Stole Tlie rilephaui'', Tion't miss this one,I'or dfo-'y iiifrirnuMhui or nnv Telp .’.'m fb ,■ vmiT
please contact us In Sanscha 1 loll, Recreation Ol'hce 
phone 6,S6'6.T|2, ,
' S.T.A.fC NEWS '
Nothing new with .S,T.A.Ci. this week, all the usual 
actisitics, If you rcijuirc any details or are emions about 




Thelma Holder has 
been variously dubbed 
The Queen of Deep Cove 
and the Lady Admiral.
And it’s no wonder 
after being in the boating 
business for more than 
33 years.
It all started in 1933 
when she and her 
husband Gordon started 
a small row-boat leasing 
business which rapidly 
grew to a fleet of 36 at 
peak periods.
While Mrs. Holder was 
eooking full lime al the Deep 
Cove Chalet Gordon 
developed the idea of buying 
three boats to lease to area 
visitors.
"We knew we had to have 
two jobs at once,” they e.x- 
plained, adding that it was Just 
after the depression and there 
was no money around.
"But we didn’t have any 
debts at least,” Gordon said.
Gordon w'orked as a driver 
on the Saanich freight run but 
bis boating business blossomed 
and “in good weather we had 
more people than we could put 
in them.”
Boats were hired for 25 cents 
an hour or a dollar a day — no 
cushions.
Fishermen arrived at 
daybreak to use the pulling- 
boats until about 11 a.m. and 
then the picnickers arrived in 
full force, explained the 
Holders.
Peter Jones, a native Indian 
who worked at Pat Bay built 
many of the boats, usually 12 
to 14 feet long and costing 
between S35 and $75. The 
boats were carved built (with 
smooth hulks) and in all the 
years that the Holders had the 
rental business only one boat 
\vas stolen from the Chalet 
beach. y
Fishermen were supplied 
with lines, spinners and worms 
as part of the service and after 
the first engine was purchased 
in 1943 a Briggs and 
Stratton — a boat with power 
was rented for 75 cents an 
iioiir.
Before coming to the 
Saanich Peninsula Gordon 
served in the First World War 




"The Family of ECK" is the 
theme of tlie afternoon 
.seminar open to the public 
planned for March 5, 1977 al 
the Airport Travclodgc, 2280 
Beacon Avenue, Sidney. The 
event is being sponsored by the 
.Sidney ECKANKAR Satsang 
Society and will commence al 1 
P.M. in the Travelodge’s 
Biiiniuet Room. The 
programme will include a slide 
show, poets, speakers, singers 
ittid musicians from Vancouver 
island and the mainland of 
British Columbia. They will be 
keeping to the theme "The 
T’iimily of ECK" ... in order id 
aeqimint the public with 
ECKANKAR, Ihe most nn- 
eieiu spiritual teaching known 
to iiiiin.
After the way he headed out 
to the coast from his home in 
Saskatchewan to visit his uncle 
Don Keeler in Sidney and 
drove for Saanich Freight to 
help pay his board.
In 1931 Thelma and he were 
married and came to Sidney to 
live. Gordon supplemented his 
income by working beside 
Thelma slinging beer at the 
Chalet during busy times 
before the rental bu.sincss 
began to expand.
In 1943 they bought and 
moved into their first house 
and have lived on Meldram 
Drive ever since.
The biggest fish ever 
weighed in at the Holder’s 
boathouse was 39.3 pounds. In 
the busiest seasons the Holders 
were only helped by one 
teenager.
Work hours were long and 
arduous, starting at 4:30 a.m. 
and sometimes Thelma and 
Gordon did not get to rest till 
after midnight.
During the winter of 1948 
Thelma recalled that Deep 
Cove was frozen out past the 
Beacon but that didn’t hurt 
business which closed down 
during the winter season 
anyway.
Every winter the Holders 
would paint all the boats and 
through the years the work 
became, more and more 
tedious. After the final boat 
was given a new coat in 1966 
Thelma threw her paint brush 
up in the air in relief. It lodged 
in the rafters and never fell 
down again.
After that the Holders 
decided they had had enough 
and sold their Beet of boats, 
retiring from the business. 
Gordon still keeps his hand in 
and rarely a day goes by that 





An Outreach of Foursquare Ministries
Step Into Spring
with Anna's Fashions at St. Stephens Hall, 
Saturday, February 26, 2:00p.m.
Enjoy Anna’.s colourful commentary while 
you create your new fa.shion look.
Learn To Drive 
.... The Higlit Way
And receive a cheque for *50.00 
from the Insuronce Corp. of B.C. 
on completion and passing your 
road test.
—New Course starting every month 
—for information call 598-6111.
WINDSOR DRIVING SCH(K)L
McTavish Rd. Store
9142 E. Saanich Rd. al McTavish
Burnside Plaza Store
Tillicum at Burnside, Victoria 













2417 Beacon Ave. 656-6811
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY ... PLEASE
— Natural Hairstyling?? —
Expeit scissor hair designs taking advantage of your 
NATURAL HAIRFLOVV in such a way as to enable you to 
obtain the utmost managability.
Hair designed for SELF CARE!
Complimentary Consultation by Appointment.
656-6811







HARVEY’S SPORTING GOODS STORE
24S5 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C.
MARCH 4TH FROM 5 -8 P.M.
MARCH 5TH FROM 9 A.M.-4 P.M.
MARCH 6TH FROM 12 [NOON]-3 P.M.
Ages 8 yrs. - 12 yrs. Reg. Fees $U).(X)eaeh 
$15.00 a Family
^^J*^^^^££‘*^^”j£rfb>vapm|eiiLand_new Registrations must have Birth Certificates.
PRE-INVENTORY CLEARANCE
LADIES' DENIM DRESSES
- Short Sleeved £199
- Long Sleeved
Hot Dog or 
Hamburger'Relish





Many Unadvertised In-Store Specials
Sale Dates Feb. 26-Mar. 5
P &







Boat & Camper Cushions
AtUl a frc.sh sparkle & charm lo your home 
this spring. It’s so easy with the help of 
DANISH VPHOISTERY.
New light tiiui airy curiaims or floral 
tlrapes will perk U|i your windows iSi; if your 
ittcsciii fumiiufe is iooking drab and dull 
bring it back to i.prirot, Hkc rtCVvnc:v. wiili 
our fine seleciion of upholstery fabrics.
DANISH UPHOLSTERY
7177 W. Saanich Rd., Brentwood 652"!591
Watch for Full Page Ad, 
on our ANNIVERSARY SALE 
In Next Week’s Paper
BARGAINS TOO GOOD TO MISS!
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More Horses Per Capita Than
Anywhere Else In North America
ByEILLEEN LEAROYD
71?
An English farmer who 
judges and teaches dressage, 
formerly chief instructor at 
Sandhurst, a military historian 
and at one time Colonel of his 
regiment (the storied 17/21 
Lancers of death or glory 
fame, “Into the valley of death 
rode the 600”) has achieved 
the near-possible.
He has written a best seller 
on dressage — the basic 
schooling and training of a 
horse.
First published in England 
to laudatory reviews in 
Country Life and Riding, the 
book proved so clear, so lucid, 
so correct, with techniques 
explained in so simplified a 
way, that orders were im­
possible to fill, and to satisfy 
the American market a U.S. 
edition had to be printed.
Just off the press, it has been 
given remarkable reviews by 
leading lights in American 
equestrian circles, including an 
introduction by John H. Fritz, 
chairman, American Horse 
Shows Association, Dressage 
Committee.
Mr. Fritz explains that in the 
U.S. an interest in dressage 
was almost “unknown until 
the decade of the 1950’s.” 
Since then interest “in a 
method of training and as a 
competitive sport” had ex­
ploded into a situation where 
development of instructors 
could not meet the demand, 
with “a crying need” for a 
good book on basic dressage 
which Col. ffrench Blake had 
more than fulfilled.
One comment from 
Marylands reads: “I intend to 
do what I can to include it in 
every Pony Club Library.”
Also from theU.S. comes an 
endorsement from an ex­
tremely prominent figure in the 
horse world, George H. 
Morris, competitor, teacher, 
judge and author of esteemed 
“‘Hunter Seat Equitation;
“As a teacher, it is 
refreshing to read and learn 
specific techniques in a sim­
plified way. Col. ffrench Blake 
has done just that. His 
descriptions are so right and 
his manner of communication 
so simple that it is a joy to keep 
reading. So many books on 
dressage become complex and
heavy and a chore.”
UPGRADES SCORE
Andrew B. de Szinay, 
another eminent figure states 
he is convinced that anyone 
paying attention to recom­
mendations in DRESSAGE 
FOR BEGINNERS will enter 
the arena with a better 
background and will leave it 
with a better score.
There isn’t much more for 
the layman to add when such 
professionals as Charles dc 
Kunffy of Lafayette, 
California states: DRESSAGE 
FOR BEGINNERS is an 
outstanding book. Anyone 
running a riding club should 
require pupils to read it. It 
upholds centuries old prin­
ciples of classical equitation ... 
a pleasure to read and a 
comfort to know it is 
available.”
Particularly valuable to all 
readers is that the author goes 
step by step through one of the 
standard tests, first from the 
point of view of horse and 
rider, and then from that of 
the judge, explaining marking 
and comments and the kinds of 
things the judge is watching 
for.
Every point is explained with 
the help of brilliant drawings 
and diagrams.
Easy directions are even 
given for building large and 
small dressage arenas.
Since there are more horses, 
more private rings, and more 
people interested in riding in 
and around the Saanich 
Peninsula than any other given 
area in British Columbia, your 
reviewer decided to do some 
local research.
It was found that Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Woods of 
“Heaniad” farm on Mt. 
Newton Cross Roads have just 
received their first shipment of 
the British edition of 
DRESSAGE FOR BEGIN­
NERS which they will sell 
through their Tack Shop. In 
Victoria, Shanks Saddlery 
have ordered the U.S. edition 
and expect it shortly.
DRESSAGE FOR BEGINNERS by R.L.V. 
ffrench Blake, with illustrations by Richard 
Scollins, 80 pages.
English Edition published by Seeley, Service 
U.S. Edition published by Houghton MifOin 
Company.
Checking around the 
Saanich Peninsula to find out 
what is going on in dressage, 
some amazing figures were 
turned up.
It seems that locally there is 
one hor.se to every five people.
This means thal the 
Peninsula has the greatest 
number of horses per square 
inch in the Province, and 
possibly in North Ameriea.
It is no wonder that interest 
in dressage is bigger that? idle 
chit chat about politics or 
bridge.
And dressage groups only 
started in the area about one 
year ago.
One of the instigators is 
Mrs. Harricttc Gordon of 
Oldfield Road, who teaches 
and has her own ring. She is 
area representative of the just- 
formed dressage group known 
as CADORA (Canadian 
Dressage Owners and Riders 
Assn.)
“CADORA here now has 68 
members, the largest group in 
the Provinee,” she said.
“Why did we suddenly 
become interested? Our local 
risers came to realize that those 
who studied dressage were 
usually top in all events. Their 
horses looked marvellous and 
they were lissome and 
obedient.
“We began to feel we were 
not getting anywhere, just 
riding and enjoying the fresh 
air. We saw we had to have 
basic schooling, which is what 
dressage is all about. We find 
since starling that it helps in 
everything we do, in jumping, 
in three-day eventing, in and 
outof the ring. ”
“Dressage means the rider, 
properly trained, will have'a 
well-balanced, supple, 
disciplined and obedicni horse. 
It means the rider will know 
what he is doing and the horse 
knows what is cxpecled'of him. 
It also .sets up better standards 
of dre.s.s, that aristocralic look 
that produces a sense of well­
being.”
“1 am so interested lo learn 
that Charles dc Kunffy 
recommends this new book 
because last August 1 allended
a dressage clinic de Kunffy 
gave in Oliver. He will also 
give a week’s clinic in Duncan 
this coming May.”
Mrs. Gordon has been 
teaching riding and doing 
Pony Club work for the past 
10 years on her attractive 
property.
CLINICS GIVEN
She has been instrumental in 
seeking out competent in­
structors to come to the island 
to give clinics to local riders, 
among them Elizabeth 
Madlener of Washington and 
Dietrich von Hofpgarien and 
Cathy Wedge of Vancouver.
“Local interest in dressage 
has grown beyond belief,” 
Mrs. Gordon continued. “For 
c.xample, a fortnight ago, 
Trudy Madson had 63 horses 
entered in a little Saturday 
event at Oak Meadows, her 
ring on Prospect Lake Road.”
“Every weekend dozens of 
public and private events are 
going on, all over the 
Peninsula.”
When you realize there are 
well over 3,OCX) horses on the 
Peninsula it is not surprising to 
learn that local groups include 
Quarter Horse clubs, Arab 
clubs. Thoroughbred and Half 
Thoroughbred clubs, 
Appaloosa clubs, trotting, 
hackney and Morgan clubs and 
Western Clubs.
And that is just the tip of the 
iceberg.
A few of the locaT owners 
who keep a large number of 
horses, usually have their own 
rings and show or teach are:
Mr. and Mrs. G.C. Car­
penter, Echo Valley Farm, 
Goward Road. Have resident 
trainer and instructor, indoor 
and outdoor rings, board 
horses, and teach.
Mrs. Trudy Madson, Oak 
Meadows, Prospect Lake Rd. 
Boards horses, has ring, 
teaches, has shows.
Mrs. Margot Parker and
AREA REPRESENTA TIVE For CADORA 
(Canadian Dressage Owners and Riders 
Association) is Mrs. Harriette Gordon up on her
beautiful ALMOST GEORGE-. Dressage is 
rage now and boasts 68 members on the Peninsula 
from formation of the group just one year ago.
daughter Jili Vonge, Hovey 
Rd. Dressage advisor, has ring 
and dressage ring, juminng 
ring, shows, has small cross­
country course.
Mary and Bill Woods and 
daughter Heather, Heaniad 
Farm, .Mt. Newton Cross Rd, 
have outdoor ring and teach 
those with own horses, give 
clinics. Heather teaches all 
aspects of three-day evening. 
Tack Shop.
Ron and Barbara Trickett, 
of Sidney. Me is district 
commissioner for shows, 
active in Pony Club.
Mr.s. Don Riithven, West 
Saanich Rd. Own ring, 
Pony Club.
. Ginger Smith, Springridge, 
East Saanich Rd. Has outdoor 
ring and does some teaching.
Mrs. Harriette (Jordon, 
Oldfield Road, has outdoor 
ring, teaches.
Sharon and Fred Ball, 
Broadmead Equestrian Centre, 
have indoor and outdoor ring, 
leach and have shows.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Reside, 
G1 c11shc, H u n t Road. Teach, 
board horses and have shows.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Mearns, 
1111 n I Val ley Fa rm, Dooley R d. 
Board horses, teach and have 




Sunset Riders Club, 
Community group at Deep 
Cove, have many groups 
including Pony Club;
Ernie McMinn, Lochside 
active Pony Club, daughter 
Nancy teaches.
Mrs. Pat Holmes, (not 
Penin.sula). Most active in 
dressage, Lombardy Drive, 
Mclehosin. • Cross country 
cour.se, rings and shows.
■' 7.. ■■■ i.r.’*', '*7'!'' is...'-7'J;
HERE ARE 12 MEMBERS of Ihc local tlrcssage group laken al Harriclle Gordon’s ring one day this summer just after the association was formed. Dressage, basic schooling for horfjc and rider has bccontC i/?/ 
a must since riders became aware that show winners were usually dressage enthusiasts loo,
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Many greenhouses in the 
Victoria area are located on 
soils with a high clay content 
and growers found it difficult 
to steam thoroughly enough to 
eliminate plant disease 
organisms. Also, frequent 
watering compacted the heavy 
clay soils, resulting in poor 
crop growth.
In response to these 
problems, the Sidney Station 
initiated investigations into the 
possibility of growing 
tomatoes in sawdust irrigated 
with nutrient solution. Because 
fresh sawdust is inherently free 
of disease organisms attacking 
food crops, it was felt that the 
problem diseases of tomatoes 
present in soil-grown crops 
could be avoided.
However, the fusariuin wilt 
disease began to appear in a 
few greenhouses using the 
newly developed sawdust 
method of production. The 
Fusarium fungus enters the 
plant through the root system, 
progresses upward into the 
stem where it discolors and 
clogs the water conducting 
cells of the plant. This leads to 
a water deficiency in the leaves 
which then become limp and 
droops, especially on warm 
sunny days. Sawdust could 
become contaminated by 
storing it on ground containing 
the Fusariuin fungus. 
Unwashed pots used for 
raising tomato seedlings, 
usually in a peat-vermiculite 
mix, may also have been 
carrying the Fusarium fungus.
Experiments were initiated 
to determine whether or not 
the application of a fungicide 
to Fusarium-infested sawdust 
would reduce wilting and 
increase marketable yield. 
After several years’ work on 
spring and fall crops, two 
fungicides were found 
promising when applied 
directly to the sawdust.
In one test method a finely 
dispersed suspension of either 
fungicide in water was 
drenched once around plants 
the day after transplanting into 
Fusarium-contaminated saw­
dust. In , a second method,; 
lower; rates of the fungicidal 
suspensions Were ''trickle 





A TKINSON, a plant 
works with semi-sterile
material to observe the growth of a 
plant disease.
transplanting and again at 
intervals of two weeks. With 
either method fewer tomato 
plants wilted and yields were 
much greater than in plants 
grown in untreated Fusarium-
infested sawdust. If treatment 
was delayed until wilting 
occurred, yields were not 
increased.
Although one of these
fungicides may be sprayed on 
the foliage of greenhouse 
tomatoes to control foliar 
diseases, it is not yet registered 
for application to the root
TELEPHONE REASSURANCE STARTED
A program called 
‘Telephone Reassurance’ has 
been started by the Sidney 
Silver Threads to contact




Free Introductory Lecture 
SIDNEY ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL LIBRARY 
8 P.M., THURS., FEB. 24 
Information 652-420.1
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Brentwood Bay 
Vancouver (eland
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652^2413
Hour# 9 o.*n. -12 a.m. dolly
FEBRUARY SPECIAL




IWRAPPED IN BACON 
& rOPPED Wmi MUSHROOM CAPS) 
FRESH VEGETABLES & POTATO 




Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
people without relatives, shut- 
ins, or any lonely person in the 
community, daily by 
telephone.
Spokeswoman for Silver 
Threads said, “We provide 
this service but unless we know 
about the people who need it 
vve can’t help them.” She 
asked anyone knowing of a 
person who could use the 
service lo contact them.
Telephone Reassurance is a 
program to provide contact 
with the outside world for 
people who otherwise are cut 
off. It is a daily phone call at, 
an arranged time. “It doesn’t 
have to be permanent,” said 
the spokeswoman, “if relatives 
are going on holidays they can 
contact us and we’ll keep in 
touch with the per.son living 
alone.” If they do not get an 
answer someone will go 
around to the home lo make 
sure everything is alright,
If you would like a daily 
phone call or if you know 
someone who would, call 
Silver Thread’s at 656-5537 
and ask for Telephone 
Reassurance.
GUEST SPEAKER 
. A T THE . 
WORIJ) DA r 
OF PR AYER
M ove in Action' is the 
theme prepared for the Workl 
Day of Ibayer by the Christian 
Women of the Clennan 
Demcwraiie Kepublic.
This Service will be heki on 
March 4lh at 2 p.m, in St. 
Andrew’s Angiican Citurcii, 
Sidney, Contributors to llte 
service will be members from 
the Uniteil, Roman Catholic, 
Seventh Day Adventist and 
Anglican ('hutches, Refresli- 
inenis will be served in the 





Open 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
THE
ROYAL OAK INN
4680 Elk Lake Drive 
658-5231
atSsitMowti'is*
A tiroploto hoaliir , , , thol lit. (ill 
llfl.'|,lu(i.’5,. SotjUlfd!, (K, MttilollfJitOll or 
(,onvor»iui\,
MPRt'SMOWITWailKSI
IliHjt lligl piovimi.ly voiil.tioU up lli« 
(hlMiiifiy iHiw u.oil to hiiol your
lioinij,
Your (lirMiry hriorth will now (iroduro 
up lo 600*1, MOIIC nr AI Ihon you oio 
now i>o|oylnn,
•HtDUaS HOMi; HtAIINO C0515
*Ri:ouctsiini.nACKfuri
CONSUAM’IION
M J K Enterprises
Box 205.3, Sidney 656-1505
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE
CORNER W. SAANICH ROAD AND WALLACE DRIVE
— NOW LEASING
THE NEW HOME OF:
^Brownies Fried Chicken and Bestaurant 
^Breniwoud ilaicSware & Spinb 
•Scahdia Meats, Pouitr)f & Rsh 
®Godiva Deii Bakety 
•Brentwood Optical 
•A Hairdresser
PRIME SPACE STILL AVAIUBLE
in this 21,000 sq. ft. Centro at Very Competitive 
Hates, Fi^cd Leases, Ho fcrccntago of Cross! ^ 
Parking for 109 Cars.
Occupancy on or about July, 1977.
For iDformcition oti Porsoricil lotorviow 
Only PLEASE CALL
385 1491 - WILF FLACK - 477-7071
zone. It is in a class of 
fungicides called ‘systemics’ 
which are absorbed by the root 
system of treated plants and 
transported internally up the 
stem and into the leaves.
For this reason it is im­
portant to know how much, if 
any, of the fungicide passes 
into the tomato fruits of 
treated plants. This involves 
chemical analysis of edible ripe 
fruits. The results will 
determine whether or not the 
fungicide is safe to use as a 
root treatment, and how close 
to harvesting the fungicide 
may be applied to the sawdust.
A second disease of 
greenhouse tomatoes under 
investigation is Brown Root 
Rot or Corky Root which 
occurs only where crops arc 
grown in soil. The fungus 
invades the outer cortical tis.sue 
of the root system rather than 
the inner water conducting 
cells as in the fusarium wilt 
disease. Al first, small brown 
patches appear on the root 
surfaces and later these join to 
form large dark brown lesions. 
Eventually, on the thicker 
roots, these lesions become 
furrowed and develop a 
‘corky’ appearance.
The fungus causing this 
disease, once isolated in pure 
culture, tends to lo.se its 
capacity to infect tomato 
plants. This has hampered 
experimental work. One 
method of rejuvenating the 
fungus is to grow it on a mat of 
sterilized tomato roots in a 
mineral salt solution. By 
withholding sugars from the 
culture medium, the fungus 
can only grow by using the 
energy nutrients in the tomato 
roots. Hopefully this will 
enhance the capacity of the 
fungus to infect tomato roots 
of plants grown in soil.
Greenhouse cucumbers may 
be attacked by a soil-borne 
fungus that causes the Black 
Root Rot disease. It is difficult
to eliminate by soil steaming 
because root fragments 
containing the black, thick- 
walled resistant bodies of the 
organism remain in the soil. 
Work on this disease here has 
shown that one of the systemic 
fungicides effective for 
Fusarium wilt of tomato is also 
active as a soil drench against 
Black Root Rot of cucumber. 
In addition, a second fungicide 
under investigation shows 
promise.
The fungus is isolated from 
infected tissue and propagated 
in pure culture to provide 
‘inoculum’ to infest or con­
taminate experimental soil. It 
is grown in glass containers, or 
fiasks, containing vermiculite 
moistened with diluted canned 
vegetable juice as a nutrient for 
the organism. In a month, 
when the fungus has grown 
througlioiit the vermiculite, it 
is mixed with steam sterilized 
soil in large plastic pots.
Cucumber seedlings about 
18 days old are planted into the 
infested soil the same day. 
Various rates of the ex­
perimental fungicide are 
drenched over the soil, either 
once on the day after planting, 
or at later intervals. Each 
experiment continues for 
generally three months. During 
this time, fungicide toxic 
effects in the plants, if any, as 
well as the appearance of 
disease symptoms, are 
recorded.
Research on soil-borne 
diseases is complicated by the 
pre.sence of millions of non- 
disease causing bacteria and 
fungi that normally inhabit the 
soil environment. These can 
exert an effect on the disease 
causing fungus and may reduce 
the activity of the fungicide 
added to the soil. For this 
reason, the researcher must 
work with well-steamed soil 
and pure cultures of the plant 
disease organism under study 
to obtain clear-cut results.
Groceries- Fruit - Vegetables 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
-SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
AJd. Phone 656-1171
"Planning your future years should be 
done with care. You'll want every penny 
you save to work to your best advantage. 
That’s why we recoiTunend a credit union 
Registered Retirernenl Savings Plan to our 
members,
By investing in a credit union RRSP dur­
ing your higiV incorrie years, you stand to 
make substantial tax savings, and at the 
siarTie time, build security for your retire- 
rnent,
The plan is flexible; ii doesn't lock your 
money in.,At Ilie same tiiMie, it pays you an . 
(■excellent rate of interest, Additional credit 
union RRSP benelits include no front-end 
load or start-up charges, and no termina­
tion or close out fees,
CorTie into the credit union, We have an 
RRSP consulting service who can answer 
all your cjuestions and give you profes­
sional'advice as to how an RRSP wil'l work 
. for you.
Registered Retire 
rrtnnt Saving'' Plans,,' 
just one more reason Y? "■ 
your credit union is 
Idctier iii zo ivuiiiy 
ways!"
wh^te tnanm
new and used • sail and power ®
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
presents
1971 16’ fibreforni Deep Vee, full top, 65 h.p. Merc 
Electric, 1200 lb. road-runner trailer. Package price, 
ready to go S3,100
656-6421 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
DEEP COVE CHALET
Open Tuesday to Sunday 
Smorgasbord Lunch Thurs. & Sun. 
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only 
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu




And there’s a good 
chance yoy can 
with a Credit Union 
Registered 
Retirement Savings
Jim Paxton, Administration Officer 
Head Office (652-3954)
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Honoring his parents’ 50th 
wedding anniversary, Gordie 
Georgeson and his wife, 
Rosemary, gave a special 
dinner and open house 
following for their many 
relatives and friends at Galiano 
Lodge, Galiano Island.
Thirty-four relatives and 
close friends sat down to a 
i most enjoyable dinner, with 
) the centre attraction of golden 
gsireamers and a large three-tier 
If wedding cake over this popular 
•! couple, who have lived for so 
n many years on the Island. Even 
' though they now reside in 
^ Sidney, they are considered to 
be an integral part of the 
Island, and held in the highest 
esteem.
Seated at the head table, 
were Gordie and Rosemary’.s,
ji'i three sons, Gordon, John and 
^’Stewart, and several of the 
I'v'happy couple’s cousins.
^ O.M. “Sparkic” New was 
■j master of ceremonies, and kept 
4 tlie festivities going at a lively 
; pace, telling stories of olden 
I days, and telling of how this 
couple had met in Sidney, in
r
the first place, and claimed to 
have introduced them to each 
other.
Mr. Georgeson responded 
by telling little anecdotes of 
those days, and how Mr. New 
got the nickname “Sparkic”. 
This all amidst good- 
humoured laughter.
Mr. New read letters of 
congratulations from Hon. 
Jules Legar, Governor General 
of Canada, Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau, Premier of 
British Columbia, Hon. Bill 
Bennett, Tommy Douglas, 
M.P. from Ottawa, Hon. 
Hugh Curtis, Minister of 
Housing and M.L. for 
Saanich-the-lslands.
He then presented tlie couple 
with a “money tree”, and a 
purse, given by their many 
friends, to go on a little trip of 
their elioice.
Mr. New propo.scd the toast 
to them, and also to tlie 
Queen, saying that Mr. 
Georgeson has served in the 
1-irst World War, and it was 
most fitting at this time to do
so.
After the ceremony of 
cutting the wedding cake, 
grand-daughter Rosemary 
helped with serving to all 
friends gathered there. The 
cake was made and decorated 
by the excellent cooks at 
Galiano Lodge, much enjoyed 
by all.
Solomon Badagos, of 
Hawaii, sang the beautiful 
“Hawaiian Wedding Song” in 
liis native Hawaiian, and also 
another love song, to end the 
family dinner part of the 
evening.
Open house then followed, 
with friends pouring in to 
congratulate this couple and 
renew friendships with them.
Coming from Surrey were 
their daughter, Mrs. Phyllis 
Geshke, with her son, Phillip, 
and his wife Marion, from 
Sidney came cousin Mrs. 
Sophia Rustad, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Bill Bamford. Other close 
relatives were unable to attend, 
due to ill health, as were many 
from Galiano, who are ill at 
home with the flu.
Dancing followed to finish 
this grand occasion.
PAMELA COSTAIN M.C.S.P., M.C.P.A.
JOSCELYN OWEN M.C.S.P., M.C.P.A.
Chartered Physiotherapists
Wish to amunmee ilic commcncemciu of our practice iii pliysiotherapy on March Isi, 1977.
309-2453 Beacon
Sidney 656-1712
The Reg Davis 
Column
1 was delighted to read in 
last weeks Letters to the 
Editor, the interesting and 
^-■.tremely humorous letter 
from a Art Elliot on the pros 
and cons of the Hagan creek 
shark. The Hagan creek shark, 
or ‘Charlie’ as 1 affectionately 
named him, was sighted' of 
myself some w'eeks previous to 
last years cross country race.
I w'as, as was to be e.xpected, 
ridiculed for such a statement 
by many members of the 
public. However, as most 
spectators w'itnes.sed on the day 
of the race, ‘Charlie’ did make 
an appearance much to the 
surprise (and judging by the 
looks on some of the younger 
faces) consternation of the 
participants. The Channel Six 
new's that weekend showed him 
cruising quite unperturbed in 
th.e pool below the weir. 
However, he didn’t eat anyone 
and 1 firmly believe he is quite 
friendly and perhaps a lover of 
sporting events. 1 w-as rather 
surprised that he didn’t show 
up for the ‘Great Sidney 
Review Rowing Race’. 1 have 
noticed him on several oc­
casions while fishing off 
Lochside beach and only last 
week he made an appearance 
quite close to where I was 
dapping my line under the falls 
w’liere Hagan creek empties 
into Brentw'ood Bay.
He seemed quite agitated at 
the hick of water flow'ing from 
tin; creek and is no doubt 
w'aiting till such time it Hows
enough for him to return to 
Woodwyns pastoral pastures. 
You may ask how' 1 know it is 
indeed ‘Charlie’? Well, since 
last year his slightly grey spot 
has not turned completely 
white thus making him quite 
distinctive and if 1 may add 
quite handsome also! 1 have no 
doubt he will make an ap­
pearance at this year’s race and 
.should he do so, please don’t 
throw rocks at him as so many 
did la.st year. My thanks to Art 
Elliot for his interesting letter.
1 now' feel 1 have at least one 
staunch ally. After all, if Locli 
Ness can have its monster and 
Lake Okanagan can have its 
Ogopogo and Cadboro Bay 
can have its Cadasoras, why 
can’t w'c have our owm Hagan 
Creek‘Charlie’?
COMPETE
Members of the Sidney 
Kiasmen Twirlers travelled to 
North Vancouver to enter the 
National Baton Twirlers 
Association competitions, 
Sunday.
The “B” Twirl Team placed 
third and Jacqueline Burden 
came .second in the military 
march.
Boys and girls for drum 
corps and girls for a Hag corps 
are invited to register at the 
Sidney Elementary School, 
Thursday :it 7:00 p.m. Eor 









Reg. to *3** Value. Going at #
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FORTREL BLAZERS













EOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE PUBLIC, THE 
TOWN HALL WILL BE OPEN ON SATURDAY, 
FEBRUARY 26, 1977, FROM 9:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M. 





ART & CRAFT GALLERY
A new selection of piiintinipi. pottery, wood carvings, etc. 
Enjoy a cup of tea or coffee while you browse.
2417 Beacon Ave. 656-6811
(Above the Toronto Dominion Bank)
: 3 DAY SPECIAL:;
Mon., Tues. & Wed., Feb. 28 - March 2




Oil Change & Oil Filter 
Safety Check
ir For Most Domestic Cars
656-1149
McDonald Park Chevron
Pat Bay Hwy. & McDonald Park Rd.
SPORT GAME "*-
i95
b Games in all - Tennis, 










Huge Assortment for e
Final Clearance $ 397
Reg. to *13®’ NOW ^
SWEATERS
f v Eatge • Assorted Styles & Huge
U , . . Savings,
/ -»~Reg. Values to *15**
NOW'1
PRICES EFFECTIVE
FEBRUARY 23rc! • 26th
BEACON PLAZA SIDNEY B.C.
WEST SAANICH RD.,
across from the Brentwood PiBl Office
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
GRADE Al CUSTOM CUT
FREEZER BEEF
NOW AT LOW, LOW PRICES
HIP
(APPROX. 65 LB.)
Club or Sirloin STEAK | Filet Mignon STEAK






EASY BAKE Frozen 5 loaf Pkg.
ORANGE lUICE
WHOLE SUN Frozen 12 oz. tin
HIP ROASTS
BONELESS Sirloin lip, ^ 
Rysnp or Baron of Beef ^
BREAD
TOAST OF THE COAST 
Sliced
Large 24 oz. Loaf
$149



















KRAFT 16 oz. Jar $ '1 39
SOAP POWDER
SUNLIGHT King Size ^
CALIFORNIA FRESH Cello Bag
EACH
ORANGES
CALIFORNIA JUICY 138's CALIFORNIA FRtSH large stalk
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Imniaculale one bedroom 
condominium in exclusive Blue 
Waters in South Sidney. Adult 
oriented building, no children 
or pets. Watch the boats in 
Saanich Bay rrom your own 




652-2868 pager no. 2635
4 BEDROOMS
Situated on a quiet street. Post 
and Beam construction in 
living room and dining room; 
floor to ceiling fireplace. 
Basement fully finished. 
Appliances and drapes in­






This 3 bedroom home offers 
spacious comfort. Living room 
designed for entertaining 
accented by a stone fireplace 
with circulating heatilator, 
dining room and open kitchen 
with eating area. 1540 sq. ft. 
and basement^with rec. room. 
Sundeck on t. /ee sides, garage 
and car port. Near golf course 
in Ardmore. $94,900.




: To sell NOW! An immaculate 
3 year old with 1130 sq. ft. up 
and in-law suite down for just 
$55,700. A truly comfortable 3 
bedroom home in Sidney with 
a bright country size kitchen, 
formal dining room, warm 
living room with quality 
panelling highlighting a 
dramatic slate fireplace. Don’t 
miss this one; call now.
. ^ SEA VIEW LOT
With the well in and the septic 
1 field fill on property. .645 acre 
with spectacular sunset views 
over the inlet for just $34,900.
SHERRY K AYR A 
479-7293 656-5584
LANDSCAPED
With shrubs and garden area 
and fruit trees; all the work has 
been done on this lot. Well 
kept 10 year old home, wall to 
wall, 'fireplace, 3 bedrooms 
and fitiished basement. Roc., 
room lias slate pool table' 






Reduced $2,SIX), this 1286 sq. 
ft., 3 bedrootn, exceptionally 
clean and well desigtied home 
on a eiil dc.sac is priced to .sell, 
.Btisemcnt is partially 









Lovely 'A acre waterfront lot 
on Canoe Bay. 72 ft. frontage, 
protected anchorage, treed, 
well, pores. Asking $59,000.
RESTHAVEN
DRIVE
You can’t get any closer to 
schools, hospital, marinas, 
busline all at the same time. 
Let me show you this 1300 sq. 
ft., 4 bedroom basement 
home. You may like ir. 
$65,500.
2 RETIREMENT GEMS 
Both in immaculate shape and 
located on quiet streets. Your 
choice of 2 bedrooms, $52,900 
or 3 bedrooms, $54,900.
DEEP COVE RANCHER 
This 4 bedroom, no steps home 
in the woods features double 
glazing and insulation. Ideal 
family home. Abundant water 
supply. $78,900.
BAKERVIEW PLACE 
1280 sq. ft. family home on 
very large lot. Full basement, 4 
bedrooms, distinctive floor* 
plan and decor. Close to new 




We will rent your home while 
you are away!
BU YHSiGOR SELLI&;






' REAL E,STATE, 
IN.SURANCE:
.SOUTH SIDNEY 
Pleasant 3 bedroom one level 
bungalow. Appro.v. 0,9 acre 
lot. May have fuitire sub" 
divt%ion potential. Aitaclicd 
gjirnge. Heatilator fireplace, 
jireenliotise and storage shed, 
$51,0(X). Ml.S. '
LOW BUDGET '
2 bedrootn licmic, nice, (teed 
corner loi, $35,0(XL
. TiUIl.DINti LOL ..
CldsC to heach access in 
Ccniral Saanich. Sewer mid 
water availahlc. Approx. 841XJ 
,sq. 1I.$.VAIXH),
656-4.597





1. Older retirement home, 2or 
3 bedrooms, $45,000 MLS 
20993.
2. 3 bedrooms plus family 
room. Nicely landscaped 
corner lot just '/z block from 
Elementary school. $5(),91X). 
MLS 21760.
3. 3 year old 2 storey honie, 4 
bedrooms, fenced property 
vvitli patio at rear, $54,9(X).
4. No step bungalow. 3 
bedrooms, .sitnrooni, 20x24 
garttge, chain-link fence, tf 
must to see al $57,500, MLS 
21736.
5. Custom built home, many 
extras, 4 bedrooms, great 
family home. $67,000, MLS 
2142,3.
6. Swimming pool, 4 
hedrooms, 1232 sq. ft. oil main 
ilobr, R,l. rec room, llooi to 
ceiling Slone fireplace dividing 
living room and dining room, 
$6S,(X)0.
7. Cute little starter, 2Vi 
blocks from .shopping, 2 
bedrooms, fenced back yttrd. 
$43,'XK). MLS 22421.
H. ,3 bedroom family home, 
basement completely rouglied- 
in for rec room, family room, 
3rdbiUli.$56,0{XK
9. Waterfront home for
$65,500. acre, ap-
proximaiely ,70’ waicrljoni 
v.ith luuilritiucicd view. One 




10. LOTS: 4 subdivision lots 
in Sidney, ready to build on. 
I'ull .services available. Coniuci
DAR1„ENK!*EDKIIBEN 
MONTREAL TRUST CO. 
656-I88I ftWi-3924
Real Estate 








2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1 154
SIDNEY
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
lownhoiise. Attractive 
courtyards,wall to wall carpet, 
appliances arc part of this 
quality unit. Sea view from 
master bedroom. Asking 
$45,9(X).
LARGE LOT
Must be sold. Two bedrooms, 
family room, large kitchen 
with eating area, from room 
and 4 piece bath. Some fruit 
trees, garden area and garage. 
Priced at $39,900. Try your 
offer. MLS 22180.
QUALITY PLUS
Ideal retirement home 
designed for convenience with 
a’minimum of upkeep. Be sure 
to see us about this one. 
Asking$54,900. MLS 22200. 




50x185 ft. lot on the water­
front a short distance from the 
marina. Fairly steep. $38,000.
LANDS ENDROAD 
'A acre building lot at corner 
of Junco Rd., seaviews. Piped 
water available. $37,500.
ARDMORE DRIVE 
Just south of Bradley Dyne 
Rd. .96 acre lot. Treed. Some 
seaviews lo west. $40,000.
TRANSFERRED 
Owner' must sell their 3. 
bedroom full basement home. 
Fireplace, sundeck, fenced 
yard, darkroom, only 3'A 
years old. MLS. $55,000.
ONE BEDROOM 
Cozy 12 year old home, 2 
blocks south of Beacon Ave., 
electric heat. MLS. $39,900,
YOUR CHOICE 
2 brand new 2 bedroom, no 
basement homes. Electric heat, 
fireplace, utility room, car­
port. Over 1100 sq. ft. in each. 
Wall to wall througlioiit. One 
block south of Beacon Ave., 
asking $54,0(X).
John Briicc Bus. 656-3928
Res. 656-2023 or 6.56-6151
Sidney Really Lid.
SIDNEY AREA, modern bochelor size 
suite. Available immediately. 656*7096 8- 
1
ONE HOUSEKEEPING ROOM, furnished. 
One-and-a-half blocks from shopping. 
656-2624 8-1
SIDNEY, NEW ONE BEDROOM APART- 
MENT, unfurnished. Seoview, many 
extras. Must be seen to be appreciated. 
Phono 656-4560. 8-1
AVAILABli ^ARCH r.~"3 Bedroom
oportment. Children welcome. 656-5116. 
8J________________________________
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY. Two bedroom 
oportmont, two baths. w‘w; dropes, 
heat, water included. S325. month. 656- 
1510
AVAILABLE APRIL 1. Brentwood Boy, now 
one bedroom basement suite. W/W 
carpet, firoploce. range, fridge. Working 
couple preferred. Adults, no pets. 
S200.00 month. 652-5589 0-1
SIDNEY, 3 BEDROOM HOIJSE. Fireplace in 
living room, deck off dining room, cor- 
peted, close to school and shopping, 
$385. month. Available March 1.656-6970
84
SIDNEY, MODERN INDUSTRIAL or 
warehousing spaces, eoch 2500 sq. H. 
656-5722 or 656-3110.^
FOR RENT — 3 BE^OOM basemont
home in Sidney, avoiloble immediately. 
Sparling Real Estate Ltd, 656-5511 8-1
III I'tr X JHelp^Wanted
WANTED: Port-time female help with 
interior painting. Bowerbank Rood. Apply 
Box "R" Sidney Review. 7-4
MATURE, CAPABLE, RELIABLE help for 
general work and short order cooking. 
Experience in meeting public preferred. 
Apply in person Honnigons Burger King.
‘ Beacon Ave. Sidney. 8-1
SALESPERSON WANTED — Sidney Area.
Cor a must. Coll VICTORIA PAGING 
SERVICES between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
386-8889. 8-1
BOOKKEEPER REQUIRED FOR Publishing 
House, Own Transportation. 656-4454. 8- 
1
PHONE SOLICITORS REQUIRED, full or 
part time. Work from your home and earn 
extro money. Full training supplied. Coll 
383-3322.  8-1
QUALIFIED FIBREGLASS TECHNlCIANAj^,^
Shop Foreman potential required. 5.1. 
Vogvolgyi Ltd. Send resume to Box 2365. 
Sidney. B.C. or coll 656-1448. 0-1
PARAAlH~SHOm^"ORDiAAoOK7'
Including week-ends. 656-2398 8-1
BOYS AND GIRLS for drum corps; girls for 
a flog corps. Registration at Sidney 
Elementary School, Thursday. Feb. 24, 7 . 
8:30 p.m. or ph. 656-5086 or 656-1535. 8-1
^ DROP LEAF DESK.Queen Anne table and 
* sideboard, five ook choirs, round oak 
tables, Sidney Nearly New, Old ond 
Antique, 9781 Second St. Open 7 days. 10 
a.m. — 5:30 p.m. 656-3511 8-1
NAVAHO TRC 30A C.bA months old. 110
volts & mobile. New cost, $199,95, now 
$99. firm. PI.. 656-6287 84
THREE NEEDLEPOINT PICTURES of Bostion 
Terrier dogs: one full size: two portraits 
also one of dancing horses. 652-3566 8-1
SHANKS' SADDLERY will be closed from 
Monday Feb, 28th.. until the Grand 
opening of our new store Friday, March 
5th. Open 9 a.m. — 9 p.m. every Friday. 
764 Roderick St,, 384-5011 ^
EXERCISE BIKE. As new. $60. 656-5135 or 
656-2555 after 6 p.m. 8-1
COMPLETi SET PIP THREADING TOOLS,
including vice, cutter ond reomer. Inquire 
at Sidney Hardware, 2407 Beacon Ave. 8- 
1
CArAeAtT^CAR BED, Polisher, Bissell
Sweeper, Upright vacuum. T.V. Stand, 
record stand, girl’s bike, reel lawn- 
mower. 656-5659 8-1
FOR SIDNEY AND CENTRAL SAANICH, 
screened block loam. 7 yds. S67: clean fill 
soil, 7 yds. $32.; old cow manure, 7 yds. 
S50.: horse manure. 7 yds. $34.595-0773 
3-4 .
WALL FURNACE, 60 gal oil tank and 
stond, with holt tonk of oil. $100. or 
offers. 479-3490 8-1
NEW ZEALAND WOOL, row and carded, 
scoured. In white end noturally colored. 
Somples 50 cents. Also drumcarders, 
spinner units, etc. Catalogue 25c. 
Nostolgio Crofts, Box 58331, Stn. 4, 
Voncouver, B.C. V6P 6E4. 8-1
THE 1977 MODELS OF LAWNBOY AND 
TORO ore now in at Sidney Rentals. "We 
Service What We Sell" 656-5541. 8-4
CASH FOR 78 RPM RECORDS in good 
V condition wonted by collector in Met- 
chosln. Call Rob at 478-8847 or leave a 
message at 478-2151 evenings. 2-tf
Work Wanted
INCOME TAX RETURNS 
Willie Taylor
Income Tax ^eadacho?
I’ll do It for you ■
At a reasonable rote 
$5.00 and up 






New. ccdar-fiiiislicd iioiise on 
l/j-acrc need lot wiili spee- 
lactilar sweeping view ol' 
Saanicli Inlet, 1,500 stp ft. 
witli very large living-dining 
room with old brick fircpiace. 
Big kilclien wiili cusioin-lmill 
cabinets and family room area, 
Tliree bedrooms, iwo 
batlirooms, two suiulecks, 
liigif basement wiili fireplace, 
Tliis is an unusually fine lionie 








I'iilh (/(ijilifii. J.3W;, fct-t'(CICO C !
imNtv, f4ffTHriTDRMi’ri4”!,‘nrr''«
t#nlrally bccjlatl. Ailulln Mily •
taoo. I*l> W40 or f.SA .irsv Y-tl 
ruBNitnio ’uMr»T“'wiTh4"HamT).,iir»
owedtnlif* (ww until lolti iprlnfl. Stitrtino 0% luw (tf 4310 lot SO ili'iyit,
Bxtntwwl Boy, 6SJ.ISSI, 61 tt
CONCRETE WORK - Concroln Patios, 
sidewolks and Driveways. Free estiiaatds' 
with yunianlc-ed woiknianship, •177-75511.:
  •td-ll.
GARDEN SERVICE. Pruning, Bruno von 
Schuckniann. 656'1990. 49.||
CARplNliF SEEKS WO?kT miViTb
or small. Adtiilions, sundocks, 
ronovalions, olc. 656-6487. 4B ll
^K FOR ACtToN GARDe'nTr (or host 
results and pitono 656-3?97. $5 por hour. 
6..t
IsipNEYROT^VATiN^'scrrrichRoto^^
Prompt courloour. service. 656'17-tn. 15.)(
Spociol rotes lot pensioners, Proo 
oslimale!,. 657-;W83,- .i.|(
DufcH~OARDE'Nci~ava i la bT^lor'sidney
.. Bronlwoofl atoa. Good workmanship
at ronsonoblo prices. All phases ol 
gardening. Good rrow also lor larger 
lobs. Call loo lodders, 656-3?97 7-t(
will DO BOOKKEEPING onTlnconm’fox. 
Phono 656-69Mi between 11 • 10:30 g.m, or 
7 • lO'.IO p.m,, oxropt TuosHoy. 7 7
INOIVIDUAL VaNW




For Debt Consolidation 
For Home Renovations 
For Builders










EARS PIERCED Medi-Systom. Non 
Alergonic studs. For oppointmeni phone 
656-5403. 39-tf
YOUR FULLER ^^SH representative is











jB459 PATRICIA BAY; 
HWV 652-2511'
Special Spring Rates on ser­
vicing your lawiimower.s, tiller 
or small engine. Don’t be 
cauglit in the spring rusli.
Sidney Rentals 
' Your small engine specialists 
656-5541 74
THE 1977 MODtlS u( tgwitbay (iiid larp 
rttu paw ip ijl Sidpijy (loplulti, "Wu 
Shi vii:« What Wi’i Soli' <)56"!)54l /.4
Coui l«',y qpd gpolily, 656-7r.'*il, poliidiiy 
ii.upHUp'l hulul i,lut duy tiillii, t| I
wpipul arhanlu. hrooD imp, J7(), 6.56 6505
■ ' _ ■' ....... ' 'fiJ
fuilTi:noth'MUSK’iA’f c'oAiTtxcTliupl
fpitdilipp; nl*a lint hud IrolUil. 656 7i97B, 
.OpinhoM".






*Ciiit«m Built Eliwplnr* 5i;r**pi 
•Hr»rdn«* AKi*i*orl»i 
*U»4«I IF lr«pln(*i nnd Chigtgoyi 





I < 'vMiui Wilf Dm mail gi\cs !
I peisonal aiicmion lo all J 
jjanlers. Phom* 656-47.54 I
JUST ME
RUItlllSM AND CAHHAGE hnuind. Phopi' 
6M-17(14: . 15-11
TANAMJItAllftNINO ITP.
IlYiHVfnn P'lWHi lldrtny MA-llli
Ci'iMMilH npitrt iahfcls, Pn-uuiQn 
of oil n»fp«iot#»rii Hmi 
horoAS hont-ifinan'R looU, bKolwi.
HHiVU't. llOM UHt.l tltp
XlnuimU Dlittltndor#
^ tf
ATTENTION CERAMIC HOBBYISTSI Will 
fire your greenware for one-third its cost 
each firing. 656-3679 8-1
BORN TO MR. AND MRS. S. DOBSON, of 
1420 Munro Road, Sidney, B.C. A baby 
daughter, Heidi Ann, on Feb. 7. 1977. 8-1 
EX AMWAY DISTRIBUTORS write Box T 
Sidney Review. 8-2
LADY, ARDWELL AVE. who offered 
services to Langland Gardens last fall, 
please coll 656-5918 re part-time em­
ployment. 8-1
LOST: ANSWERS TO LUCKY, white hoirs 
on neck, spot between back legs, one 
protruding tooth. 656-2508 . 8-1
 ̂ ^ m mm I
Coming Events
BINGO, K OF P HALL. 8 p.m. 





Sunday, Feb.27, 1977 






BEACON AT 1st STREET
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
THURS., FRL, SAT.
We reserve the right 
to limit quantities
IMAGE
Single Scone America 
P.O. Box 34247, 
Vancouver, B.C. VBJ 4N6 
North America's Fastest 
Growing Singles Club 
Saturdoy. February 26, 1977 
Doors open 8:30 p.m.
Dance 9 p.m. • 1 o.m. 




Advance Ticket Sales 
NELSON'S 
MUSIC CENTRE LTD.
1315 GovernmentSt.. Vlctorlo, B.C. 
Singles - All ages 
Everyone welcome
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S GOSPEL MEETING at Sidney 
Bible Chapel. Feb. 28, 2:30 p.m. Mrs. 
Field speoker. All lodies welcome. 8-1
EXHIBITION AND SALE of Paintings at 
Hillside Moll, paintings by local artists. 
Sponsored by Soonich Peninsula Arts & 
Crafts. Feb. 28 ~ Mar. 5 (INC.)^ '
AFRICAN GAME PARKS MOVIE sponsored 
by Save The Children Fund, 7:30 p.m.. 
Wed. March 9, Margaret Vaughan, Birch 
Hall. Fourth Street. Collection in oid of 
Tibeton refugee children. 8-2
EVANGELICAL DAY OF PRAYER — Friday, 
March 4th. 7:30 p.m. Speaker Mrs. Eddy. 



















: "' BUY IN SIDNEY ;
. &SAVE 
1111












IVtl Ctltv IMPAIA, nulu , tUwin, fodlo,
gnod rugnlno nrtipf, Two whnuUnnd 6)))S TnU»*.a Itn-a rtfhtr f'>9g gg --.c 
ovttl, ();.6.14J6___ _ .......
IJiwd ( ondaion, lady owtii>(, 656 5317 FI 1
)y7'rF'Si'DlMTi(jN Wa’oo'n
U)-lh nir fnnditlnnfng tiniF^T hurt) ond 
tog'iy $3,950 656 )714 on w«oK
oitd»i B)
" PUf 7 FN Cl FT’ 's 0 (I ifig OtnghyT'liff 069. 
Hfj!t domon ai\i tlHaing A ' tondiliun. 
Con txi imon ony doy o(l«i S p.m, K.O.A. 
Cgmpofgund, Mt, F4#wlo\i X .Fid, Epntw 
F4rt, 1, Ptito V900.<l(m, lolm Pottof FF-1
GREEN GIANT FROZEN
NIBLETCORN










THE WIZARD OF OZ with Dorothy 
and all the .shoi't Munchkin.s will come 
to lil'c in Sidney when North Saanich 
School puts on a play this Thursday 
and Friday. Over 130 sttidcnts and 
many teachers have worked on the 
play since December. The play will he 
lield al the Parkland School 
auditorium al 8:(X) p.m. the 24 and 25. 
FvcFyonc i.s iFiviied, adult,s $1.50 and 
students 75 cents. Show'u here are: 
(standing left to right) Lord Gowlie 
played by Doug Gold; Wizard ofOz, 
Greg Critkllc; Cathie Storey, the 
sorceress; kneeling are Jill Rooke as 






NKW I'.XECLI 11 n: NA MUD
New cxeciFiivc lot llie Army 
•uhI Navy Club ofi I-oufiIi 
SiFvcl lias been luiiiietl foi' 
l‘)77.
Presitleiii, Sliirley Poole; 
Viee Pieskleiu, Maty WochI; 
Past President, l.oriia Griffitli; 
Seereiary, I’liyllis CiFaiu; Siek 
Visiting, Maxine MeAilluir; 
I'literiaFniiiem, Loiiaiiie 
Koliiie; iPnlillcily, Ilelen
Siyan; Einanciiig, Lola 
MeNeil; and new member for 











Tlt»<l ol WolFIng (or rr>«lBag*BT 
with our
OlFttCTDIAl VOFCFEPAOFER 
you tofoiyo your niotBogti Imlontly, 
F’ltuno
Vlctorlo Poglng Sorvico 
3(16-111(9







Mayco, PuiKan gi Gare Produids
Greenware, Accessories & Firing
Cali & Ask Us about our 
Open Workshop Thursdays, 12:30 to 2:30
652-4123
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MAYOR GRIEVE COMPLETES PURGE
North Saanich’s planning 
and zoning committee, 
suspended last Monday, 
^resumed functions Thursday 
morning when its reorganized 
'membership met to complete 
business leftover from its 
_ unfinished meeting.
Mayor Paul Grieve 
suspended the committee 
fiiembers when they refused to 
ive precedence on the agenda 
) discussion of by-law 194. He 
aimed the committee was 
'ailing on the subject and 
arned he would change the 
nembersif necessary.
And ■ change he did. 
Alderman George Westwood,
chairman of the committee was 
removed entirely. Aid. Wilf 
Price became the new chair­
man and Aid. Eric Sherwood 
was added to the committee. 
Also on the committee are Aid. 
Owen Philp and Mayor 
Grieve.
Thursday’s meeting began 
with the new business from 
Monday’s agenda but the 
majority of the meeting was 
spent talking about both 
general and then specific areas 
of conflict in by-law 194 
between those for and against 
it.
Grieve and Sherwood are 
strongly in favour of the by­
law, Westwood was opposed 
to some parts of it and Philp 
was elected in November on a 
similar opposing position.
Grieve stated on Monday 
that he placed members op­
posed to the by-law on the 
committee so their points of 
disagreement could be 
discussed and if necessary 
some compromise reached.
Both groups attempted to 
reach agreeable solutions. 
They began going through the 
by-law, section by section, 
discussing words, phrases or 
ideas that were contentious.
It became obvious legal
WINDOW STICKERS GUIDE FIREMEN
fReflective stickers on 
uldren’s windows will guide 
Hmen to the spot of rescue 
f-iority in case of fire. These 
.’tickers will soon be available 
:.to Sidney residents.
The Sidney Kinsmen with 
full co-operation from the fire 
department and financial 
assistance from local 
businessmen have printed and 
’.vill distribute the small red 
and silver sticker.
Nc.xt month’s water bill for 
ail Sidney residents, will 
contain three stickers. They are 
to be placed on children’s 
windows to guide the firemen 
to the most important rooms. 
In the case of a home without 
children, the stickers could be 
used on a main bedroom 
■•■•'■■ow.
John Dean Park residents 
who are covered by the Sidney 
fire department but not the 
water district can obtain
stickers from the Sidney fire 
hall any Thursday night.
The sticker is to be placed on 
the outside of the window, 
facing out. It is designed to be 
visible to firemen approaching 
the house from outside and to 
be on the exterior of the 
window so children will not 
peel it off.
These stickers are becoming 
common, both Saanich and 
North Saanich residents have 
them.
requirements in the wording’ 
would be a problem and an 
opinion from the 
municipality’s solicitors was 
requested by Philp, on limits 
that could be set on the 
number of people taking 
advantage of a by-law per 
year.
Philp claims that the amount 
of subdivision permissable 
depends on the sewage disposal 
requirements. Grieve argues 
planning should be determined 
by the amount and type of 
growth the municipality 
decides is desirable.
The committee will hold its 
next meeting Thursday to 
discuss the guidelines to be 
given to the planner hired by 
the Capital Regional District to 
assist North Saanich in 
arriving at a community plan.
Hiring the planner was not 
completely agreed on by the 
council. Some members felt 
that before the planner could 
be usefully employed council 
needed to reach agreement on 
the direction to be given him. 
.Mlhough the C.R.D. hired the 
planner, North Saanich is 
required to reimburse them for 
the work he does.
The estimate given council 
for a five month period, for 
the planner and technical 
assistants, is 520,000. There is 
a possibility the work could be 
done in a shorter length of time 
and save money. The planner 
will begin work in the next two 
weeks, from an office in the 
municipal hall.
Building Maintenance Contractors Electrical Miscellaneous
AJAX ,
























industrial - Residentiai' 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 





Best Quality Meat 
and Groceries
2335 AMITY DR. 
COR. PAT BAY HWY
10:00 a.m. till 7:00 p.m. 





Cuslom Mado Drapes — Furniture 
Upholstery. Bool Cushions. Do-it- 
yourself Upholstery and Drapery 
Maleriols on Demand, large 







Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating







tochniclon with 35 years 
OAperienco in Electronic 
Mointenonce and Repairs.
Call Eric
TllfANV LAMPS OfCOHATOR IIUSSCultOfu
on
VII07 r.ttb si.f.i
Sidney, llt.lith C>>iui'>|-.4a VPl. 3>L4
Lorrumc r. To>Im 
Cynt W. Toylor















^ " House Plants
Bedding Plants 
in Season
Free londscape advice 
John & Holga 




25 years experience 
Residential - Commercial 
Industrial
Rewiring • Electric Heating 
Repairs
Appliance Connections 
"No job too small" 
656-5604
Victoria Flying Services Ltd. 
Chorter & scheduled flights 
Vt/heels/Floa!s - day/night 




Commerciol • Instrument 
Victorio International Airport 
656-3971
CANADIAN NAVY ENTERS 
ELITE TEAM IN PARKER RUN
A six man running team 
from the Canadian Navy’s elite 
underwater diving unit has 
been entered in this years’ Basil 
'V Parker Cross Country race.
Peninsula residents will no 
doubt recall that members of 
the Diving Unit have swept all 
trophies in the whaler races 
V held each July 1st at the foot of 
;L Beacon Avenue.
{ : row,” said P.O. Milt 
i Skallrood in an interview this 
week. “We’ve been training 
, f for months to enter the cross 
/ country run. Some of our 
chaps even run all the way to 
, work in the morning.”
Main competition for the 
T naval team will be a select 
; group of Sidney runners, most 
of whom also row the 
, JOSHUA PERLMUTTER 
during Sidney Day whaleboat 
races.
“We expect no trouble in 
trouncing the navy,” said 
Brian Turnbull, captain of 
the Sidney running team.” It’s 
exactly the same reason that 
the govcrnirient gives them
boats to play around in — on 
land they’re next to useless. I 
just hope none of them get lost 
in the bush!
Former Olympic marathon 
contender Grady Kittleson has 
agreed to don the Sidney 
running team’s colours.
“1 may run the race back­
wards, just so 1 can keep my 
eye on the navy fellows,” said 
Kittleson.
The Basil Parker run takes 
place on March 5th at one 
o’clock in the afternoon. The 
course, which commences at 
Centennial Park, is four and 
three quarter miles long, 
i Last year 380 runners en­
tered the contest.
Feb. 28. MONDAY — 9 a.m. centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 a.m., quilting, ceramics, dancing 
for fun; noon, luncli; 1 p.m., ceramics; 2 p.m., films.
Mar.l.TUESDAY — 9 a.m. centre open, card.s, shuf- 
Oeboard, library; 10 a.m., oil painting, Serenaders 
practice; noon, lunch ; 1 p.m., oil painting, whist, crochet;
7 p.m., shuffleboard & games night.
Mar. 2. WEDNESDAY — 9 a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library ; 10 a.m. novelties, rug hooking; 
noon, hot dinner; 1 p.m. discussion group, mah-jongg; 2 
p.m., concert with Al Smith at the piano.
Mar. 3. THURSDAY — 9 a.m., centre open, cards, 
shuffleboard, library; 10 a.m.; weaving, carpet bow'ling; 
noon, lunch; 1 pmi., dressmaking, bridge; 7 p.m., crib.
Mar. 4,FRIDAY — 9 a.m., centre open, cards, shuf- 
flehoard, library; 9:30 podiatrist; 10 a.m., keep fit, 
quilling, betidwork; noon, lunch; 1 p.m., creative writing; 
1:30 p.m., stretch & sew; 2 p.m., jacko; 7 p.m., evening 
/.cards.'-'
Mar. 5. SATURDAY —open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop-ins.
Mar. 6 SUND.AY — open 1 to 4 p.m. for drop-ins; 
morning coffee and afternoon tea served every day; senior 
citizens and visitors welcome.
Tickets on sale for trip to Vancouver - Bloedel Con­
servatory — Mtjf. 24th. Deposits arc now being lakcn for 
trips to Harrison Hot Springs — Ap. 10 - 13th. and to 










• BACK HOg WORK




—Expert Home Design and Drafting 
Service , '
--'--Forklift Rentol 












Gov’t. Certified Sprayers 
Phone 385^9931































A break and enter at the 
local Army, Navy and Airforce 
Club was reported to the 
Sidney RCMP, Thursday, 
February 16.
A World War 11 sten gnu on 
display at the club was missing. 
Police report the gun was 
inoperable; the firing pin had 
been severed.
The hnilding was entered 
through if smaslied south 
window.
The case is under in­














Rosidontlal • Commorclol 
fi Golf Courso Coi\sliucllon




Nielsen & Nielsen 
Renovations & Additions 
Carpentry Cabinet Making 




Landscaping - Contracting. 
For that small job that 






SEWER-STORM DRAINS t 
WATER LINES
2320 Amharst, Sidney I 










Custom Made Furniture Re-Upholstery
Drapery Carpets







Now Homoi I Cublnoli Cuifom build 















































































Septic lank.s& Fields 
Sand A Gnivel




A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the Penlniulia, Phone, 
K. Slrlckcr-A. Lowen 












R.J. Grundison O.D. 
R.F. leune O.D. 













- 6 Yds. Delivery 
656-1990
CHIRUF'ltACTOlI
nc.b.n w. Hop.,. D. e.
,2440 Beocon Ave,
Sidney 656-4611
MeUimi A rts Buiiding 





p p L E X 0,1 0 Q
, b1 1 CTIBB3 Trr\ 'STEP TO. 
BETTER HEALTH 
Mrs. borothy Brooks 
No. 102 - 9861 Third St. 
656-251S.
SIDNEY GLASS
Morino Auto & Sofoty Gloss 
Window Cloes-MIrrors 
Wlndthlolds Inrtolkd
Insuronco Claims Promptly Hondlod ,
9786 Second St. 1656-1313
: Carpets •■'i-y.:::..
Beautifully Cleaned








2459 Beacon 656-3633 j
llk» Now...














PuyttMtnt. ol any local linnh
Putnoeoi ond looiod Hof Wotor
Hoolor*
PININtlHAOIIIVIRIH





On Luciilinn Carpel 
and Upholstery C'lennt 





liig* r,.( vriiCill, r.w (I'tf.ltitri. Pui| <4
thomlllorurm.Mol,
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Shoppers Cfug ^ait Armounces 
SpeOcular ^mrigs This Week.
READ ALL ABOUT !TI FOUR GREAT DAYS OF SAVWGS. STARTIMG TODAY’TIL SATURDAY.
Shopfjftrs Ofuo Mitrt it n ifinittftrfsd iradomark Kofflet Siorei Limilcd.
